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On U.S., Russia, Iran

'Home Rule' Bill
To Be Discussed
By Senators

Islamic Nations
State Views
By MOHAMMED AFTAB •
Associated Press Writer
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) —
Thirty-four of the world's 41 Islamic
nations today demanded the immediate
withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Afghanistan and urged the United
States and Iran to settle their differences peacefully.
They also suspended Afghanistan's
membership in their organization and
declared their opposition to the use of
threats, force or sanctions against Iran
or -any other Islamic nation."
Foreign ministers of the 34 nations
plus the Palestine Liberation
Organization also urged boycotting the
Moscow Olympics, breaking relations
with Afghanistan, solidarity with the
Afghan Moslem rebels, aid to Afghan
refugees and helping Afghanistan's
Moslem neighbors withstand any threat
to their security.
Seven members of the Organization
of the Islamic Conference boycotted the
meeting in Islamabad: Afghanistan,
Syria, South Yemen, Uganda, Upper
Volta, Guinea Bissau and Egypt, which
has been ostracized by most Islamic
countries because of its peace treaty
with Israel. But President Anwar Sadat
• of Egypt. militarily the most powerful
of Islam's leaders, endorsed the Carter
Doctrine and said Egypt's "full

Kuwait Hikes
Crude Oil
Price By $2
KUWAIT ( AP) - Kuwait announced
today a $2 increase in t.lrice of its
crude oil price — from $13-.S0 to $27.50
per barrel. Iraq, Qatar and the United
Arab Emirates- • were also making
similar $2 hikes, the official United
Arab Emirates news agency reported.
The Kuwait increase was formally
announced in a statement by Oil
Minister Sheik All Khalifa Al Sabah,
who said the new price was retroactive
to Jan. 1.
. He said the move was "in conformity
with the principles of equity and fairness in pricing among oil producing
states."
The UAF, news agency said the increases by the other three oil producers
were also retroactive to that date.
There was no immediate confirmation
from officials in Iraq or Qatar.
Representative prices for the three
countries in effect before today's
reported increase were: Iraq, $25.96;
UAE, $27.56; Qatar, $27.42.
The Kuwait price increase followed a
"2 hike announced by Saudi Arabia over
the weekend, which raised the Saudi
price to $26 per 42-gallon barrel.
Today's announcement marked
Kuwait's second oil price increase in a
month. The previous increase, of $4.50
per barrel, came last month in the wake
of the winter meeting of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries in Caracas, Venezuela,
where the cartel failed to agree on a
uniform pricing policy.

facilities" would be available to U.S.
forces if they had to defend any of the
Persian Gulf countries. Following adoption of the resolution
condemning the Soviet action in
Afghanistan, the foreign ministers took
up an anti-American resolution dealing
with "foreign pressure being exerted
against Iran," a general resolution "on
foreign pressures being exerted against
the Moslem countries," another antiSoviet resolution on "foreign interference in the Horn of Africa, and
the-status of Jerusalem and Palestine. •
The conference took no action on a
proposal by President Mohammed Zia
ul-Haq of Pakistan for joint defense
action by the Islamic countries. Kassim
Zahiri, the assistant secretary-general
of the organization, said the suggestion
needed detailed consideration before it
could be debated.
The Afghanistan resolution condemned, denounced and deplored the
"Soviet military aggression against the
Afghan people.. as a flagrant violation
of international laws, covenants, and
norms." It called on "all peoples and
governments throughout the world to
persist in condemning this aggression
and denouncing it as an aggression
against human rights and a violation of
the freedoms of people, which cannot be
ignored."
The resolution demanded the "immediate and .unconditionaLwithdrawal
of all Soviet troops stationed on Afghan
territories." It also said Soviet troops
should "refrain from acts of oppression
and tyranny against the Afghan people
and their struggling sons, until the
departure of the last Soviet soldier from
Afghan territory,— and urged "all
countries and peoples to secure the
Soviet withdrawal through all possible
means."

Children May
Be Eligible For
Free Lunches Due to recent plant

lay-offs and
closings, the food service departments
of the Calloway County and Murray
Independent School systems would like
to remind parents that their children
May be eligible for free or reduced
lunches. If the family's current rate of
income falls within eligibility criteria,
temporary approval pay be granted
for free and reduced price meals or free
milk.
Application may be made at any time
of the year by contacting the principal's
office of the child's school and filling
out the necessary forms. Eligibility will
be determined on the family's current
rate of income, a spokesman said.
When the temporary conditions have
been alleviated, families approved
under this provision should notify the
school principal. Parents having
questions concerning this matter may
contact Glinda Jeffrey, food service for
the Murray Independent Schools at 7531732 or Joanna Adams, food service
director for the Calloway County
Schools at 753-3033.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer

fi'LUSHIPMSITWIElt -=a--Soarry Phillips- rterti.-superrisoroftlee-Envirosearch
Co. of Nashville, is assisted by Bill Toby (behind Phillips) and Randall Bnintier, also of Envirosearch, in using a high-powered hose to flush out sewer pipes
on Olive Street, between 14th and 12th Streets. According to Phillips, after the
'sewer pipes have been flushed, an oceanographic camera is pulled on skids
through the pipes in order to detect any types of infiltration, breaks or leaks.
Workers then view the inside of the pipes on a moniter to determine what spots
need repair. After the camera has been pulled through the pipes, all data collected will be given to the G. Reynolds Watkins Co. of Lexington, a consulting
firm, to form recommendations to Me Murray Water and Sewer System of
areas requiring the greatest amount repair. The Envirosearch Co. will be using the camera on about 69,000 feet of sewer pipe in the city. The use of
oceanographic cameras to detect malfunctions in sewer pipes originated about
25 years ago. Phillips said.

Six U.S. Diplomats
Slip Out Of Iran
By The Associated Press
Six American diplomats who hid for
12 weeks at friendly embassies in
Tehran have slipped secretly out of
Iran under cover of fere' Canadian
passports, State Department officials
said today.
Canadian sources in Ottawa said the
Canadian Embassy itself had harbored
U.S. diplomats since the Nov. 4
takeover of the American Embassy,
but the U.S. sources refused to name
the other embassy or embassies - involved, citing the possibility of
reprisals against those embassies.
Canada unexpectedly shut down its
Tehran mission Monday and withdrew
Ambassador Ken Taylor arid three
persons described as embassy staff
members. The Canadian Embassy is
200 yards down the street from the U.S.
Embassy.
The Washington officials, who asked

not to be identified, would not give the
identities, jobs or whereabouts of the
six newly escaped Americans.
The diplomats were outside the U.S.
Embassy when it was seized by Moslem
militants and were able to find shelter
in friendly embassies until this past
weekend, when Canada -issued them
false passports and got them out of
Iran, the American officials said.
Among those who avoided capture
Nov. 4 were the highest-ranking U.S.
diplomat in Iran, Charge d'Affaires L.
Bruce Laingen,and two top aides. They
have been in "protective custody" at
the Iranian Foreign Ministry since
then, and apparently were not involved
in Monday's reported escape.
The militants still hold some 50
American hostages at the U.S.
Embassy and continue to press their
demand for return of the ousted Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to Iran.

Model Law Concerns Local Government Agencies

Procurement Code Takes Effect
EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the first in
a three-part series dealing with the new
Model Procurement Code that became
effective Jan. 1, 1980,for all local public
agencies. The law addresses purchases
made by all such agencies.
FRANKFORT — A new term is being
heard as city counala, fiscal courts and
school boards hold their first meetings
of 1980 — it is "Model Procurement
Code."
The reference Is to a new law that
requires certain procedures by local
government agencies in purchasing
goods and services.
It was passed in the 1978 legislative
session and became applicable to state
government Jan. 1, 1979. Local
governments were given anotheir year
to plan for the change.
During this two-year period the
Kentucky Municipal League, Kentucky
Association of Counties and Kentucky
Department for Local Government
have provided printed materials, answered inquiries and conducted
training for area development districts
and local officials.
But as Jan. 1 rollesraround, it became
apparent that few local governments
had taken any action to carry out the
)

new law.
The penalty clause is catching the
attention of the local officials. It
provides for a fine of $5,000 or five years
in jail if the procurement code is not
followed.
The law requires each unit of local
government to establish, in writing, a
purchasing procedure not in conflict
with the law.
It places most authority for purchasing directly in the office of the chief
executive officer.
It establishes set procedures for
handling purchases exceeding 82,500.
This figure has proven to be one of the
major questions of local officials
because of conflicting legislative action. The 1978 General Assembly
amended the legislation dealing with
advertising for bids to provide for a
$5,000 limit. But the attorney general
has ruled the amount in the model
procurement law is the legal figure.
Another question deals with coverage
"under the law. The law says it is applicable to all "public agencies." Nonprofit corporations such as hospitals
have raised the issue of their status.
Despite these technical questions,
agencies are finding the new law ac•
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tually allows local governments to
establish their own procedures. In sonic
instances, such as negotiations, the law
provides more leniency than agenci(
had in the past.
What is a problem, is that a policy
must be followed consistently for all
purchasing. These policies must be in
writing, and they must be available to
the public.
Prior to Jan. 1 each local government
in Kentucky "did its own thing," with
the exception of taking bids for the
items above the mandatory bid limit.
Even in that procedure, there has been
controversy on which bid had to be
accepted.
This issue is clarified in the
legislation by requiring that a decision
be made as to what criteria will be used
prior to advertising for bid.
Local government agencies are also
given the option of utilizing the
pegotiated process for the higher priced
items. But,under the la*, policies must
be put into writing as to how, when and
why this prtnesa is to be used.
Both
noncompetitive
and
competitive negotiations are possible
under the new law, but under different
circumstances.

Actions that agencies must take
immediately are determinations in four
areas:
1. That small purchase procedures
will be used, the items they will cover
and the method of handling.
"non-competitive
2.
That
negotiations" will be used when an
emergency exists, the contract is for
perishable items or for professional
services and how these determinations
will be made.
3. What procedure is to be followed in
notice of award of a contract made be
sealed bidding.
4. A reporting mechanism for all
contracts
"nonawarded
by
competitive negotiations."
The code is based on the philosophy
th$ the state establishes broad policy
through the legislation and each local
agency spells out the details of its own
operations by establishing its own
written regulations.
It recognizes there are great differences in She operations of cities,
counties, school distrtcts and special
districts. It does not attempt to
prescribe the procedures for each kind
of local unit, but establishes maximum
and minimum requirements for all.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The state
Senate today is scheduled to consider a
bill that would give Kentucky cities a
greater say in their day-to-day
operations.
The so-called -home rule" measure
would provide that cities other than
Lexington and Louisville, which
already have home rule, could adopt
any ordinances that are not in conflict
with the state constitution or state laws
or are not specifically prohibited by the
legislat ure.
There has been some concern that the
measure is unconstitutionally broad,
much as a county home rule bill passed
four years ago that was later struck
down by the state Supreme Court.
The measure's sponsor, Sen. Ed
O'Daniel, D-Springfield, feels the two
issues are different and the hill will
stand.
The bill is part of an 11-bill package
developed by the Interim Joint Committee on Cities, Sen. Danny Meyer, DLouisville, co-sponsor of the bill and
chairman of the Senate Cities Committee, called the borne rule bill the
"backbone" of the pacliage.
,The Seaate Monday baTZsed ajilll that
toughens bankruptcy proceedings in
Kentucky.
The bill, passed 33-1 and sent to the
House, replaces the old state
bankruptcy rules in place of more
liberal federal standards that went into
effect last year.
The federal law provides that a state
may substitute its bankruptcy rules for
the federal rules.
The state law is stricter on the
amount of property a person may keep
when he declares bankruptcy. The
original bill, introduced by Sen. Helen
Garrett, D-Paducah, was nended to
increase the amount of some types of
property that could be kept.
The amendment, sponsored by Sen.
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, would increase from $1,000 to $3,000 the
exemption allowed on a home and from
$1,500 to $2,500 the exemption allowed
on an automobile.
It also provides that wheelchairs and
jewelery could be included in the up to
$1,500 in household goods and furniture
that can be retained.
Mrs. Garrett said the more liberal
_ federal standards would force lending
institutions
to
tigthen
their
requirements for lending money, which
would penalize young people without
assets.
In other action, the Senate passed 30-5
and sent to the House a bill that
exempts the state Department of
Education from having to go thtough
the personal service contract review
procedure when contracting for
technical training for employees of new
or expanded industries.
Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Madisonville,
said there is now a three-to-four month
delay in getting contracts approved. He
said there is often not that much time
for training new employees.
Gibson said the bill would have a very
limited cost. He said the money is
already in the department budget and
that it trained more than 1,700 people
last year at an average cost of $128.
However, Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, voted against the bill, saying
he didn't think the state should reim-

burse large corporations such as
Exxon, for training their employees.
Another bill passed by the Senate
removes the interest ceiling on loans
under $15,000 by savings and loan
associations and private lenders.
,The bill, passed 35-1 and sent to the
House, is an extension of a bill passed
during last year's special session
removing the interest ceiling for state
chartered banks.
The House did not meet Monday.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. met with
Senate Democrats prior to the session
Monday to reinterate the fiscal
message he delivered to Muse
Democrats Friday and to call for a joint
legislative-executive effort in drafting
the state budget.
"The main thing is I want to get their
attention that there is a severe financial
problem" Brown told reporters later.
•

Hazel Officials
Reserve 79-80
Road Allocation
Hazel officials have notified the state
Transportation Department that they
are reserving the city's $2,125
allocation for municipal road improvements in fiscal year 1979-80.
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts said the funds will be added to
Hazel's allocation for the next fiscal
year. Cities may reserve their
municipal road aid allotments to accumulate a larger road improvement
fund, Metts said.
According to Hazel Mayor William
Pratt, it was not felt that the 1979-80
allotment was large enough to make
any substantial road improvements.
Pratt said when the fund becomes
larger, he hopes to be able to repair
some streets and pave several that are
presently unpaved.
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cloudy and
cold
Cloudy and continued very cold
tonight with a chance for light
snow developing toward morning. Lows tonight in the low 20s.
Occasional light snow Wednesday. Highs in the low 30s.
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of snow Thursday,
partly cloudy skies Friday and a
warming trend Saturday. Highs
will be in the 20s to mid 30s
Thursday and Friday, rising into
the 40s on Saturday.

AWARDS — Several groups were awarded certificates from the 1979 Heart
Fund Drive at the Calloway County Heart Fund Breakfast this morning at the
Sirloin Stockade. Those receiving certificates from Charles M. Ross irighti,
Paducah, field representative of the Western Division of the Kentucky Heart
Fund Association, inclulled (from left) Betty Boston. chairman of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club; Judy Cunningham, sponsor of the
Penny Loafers' 4-H Club; Bonnie Jones, president of the Murray Woman's
Club: and Irma LaFollette, county heart fund chairman.
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Starks Home
Scene Of Willing
Ir'orkers Class
Social Meet

CVAk Be Energy-Wise Home Buyer
From .he Desk Of
Jean W. Cloar
Count) Extension Agent
For Home Economics

Mary Kathryn Starks
opened her home for the
December meeting of the
Willing Workers Sunday
School class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The devotion was given by
the hostess and was entitled
"The Forgotten Tree."
Prayer was led by Linda
Cooper.
Games were played. Each
person brought a gift to exchange that they had received
previously and couldn't use.
Each person brought a;lossert
for the fellowship period.
Those attending were:
Linda Cooper, Jane Willoughby, Linda Roach, Joanne
Windsor, Pella Boggess,
Kathryn Starks, Mary Turner,
Leta Rutland, Nancy Bogard,
Carol Turner, Edwina Bucy,
Pat Dalton and Patsy Neale..

Whether you're shopping for
a new or an older home, you
should know that the cost of
heating and cooling houses of
about the same size and type
can vary -as much as 100
percent. And although some
houses can be improved to
reduce energy bill, some
cannot.
Every new home today is
equipped for energy savings,
right? Wrong! Wheayou shop
for a new home,,., be sure to
check out energy -features
yourself or ask your builder or
seller.

6.0. 'Ibis could mean a savings
of $100 per year in a typical
home in a warm climate.
And, there are other
features to look for in
checking the builder's concern
for energy conservation: For
example, look at the ducts and
pipes. Are they in heated
space: or if not, are they
tightly sealed and insulated?
Check the insulation in the
attic so there are no holes or
gaps, except around vents and
light fixtures.
The orientation of a house
makes a difference too. A
house with manic windows on
the south, and few windows to
the north, east and west, will
save you energy.dollars, lad
summer shaditis eases air
conditioning ow&
you'ee buying an-eisisting
home, the most important
thing you can find out is what.

S.
an
wil
chi

the past energy costs have
been. Don't buy a house until
you have seen energy bills for
the entire, past year, not just
for the heating or airconditioning season. Otherwise, you might miss a large
bill at the beginning or end ef
the season. You can get the
bills from the seller or directly
from .the utility company,
upon written request from the
owner.
For more information onbeing The Energy-Wise Home
Buyer, send $2 to the Consumer Information. Center,
Dept. 109G, Pueblo, Colorado
81009. This new booklet from
the U.S. Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development gives the
energy-efficieneY---feeters You
should look for in a new and
older home.

Most important are proper
levels of insulation in the attic,
as well as floors, walls and
basement. The R-value
!resistance to heat loss)
a -the- - • should be at least R'40.
JACK CROOK wiilLbe gut speakerand mnsitlaat
Banquet to be held by the Murray Christian
Night
Guest
Second, look at the caulking
i7:10,9:20,
Women's Club on Friday. Feb. 8, at 6:45 p.m. at the North
and weather stripping around
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
Ends Thurs.
window and door frames, and 01215-80
Tammy S Smith_and Baby
CLINT EASTWOOD
exterior crackes and joints. Adults 161'
Boy, Rt. 5, Box 400, Benton,
ESCAPE
The windows should be Nursery 3
Martha Mildred Snyder, 1009
FROM
weather stripped and adjusted
No Newborn Admissions
Madison, Paris, Tenn., J. Earl
ALCATRAZ
so you can't rattle them. Try
Dismissals
Douglas, 217 Woodlawn Ave.,
Pik
'•••
to order storm windows and
Mary Nell Coklow,502 Vine, Murray, Mrs. Mary H.
Canto:110T • 753-3314
doors or insulating glass and Murray,. Mrs. Gladys I. Ragsdale, 1160 Sycamore,Box
doors.
Turner,'Rt. 2, Box 82, Murray, 573, Murray, Mrs. Ruby I..
thermal
Green.
Tickets are now on sale for
Persons may go by Mrs.
Christian
Murray.
Check the heating system. John W. Carrot, Rt. 1, Dexter, Smith, Box 235, Puryear,
the
.AM.. John .11.. _Lowry, 115
-WorneAV,s Club. Guest_Night green'shouse„ or_uipil their In most---oases,- --electric-. ..
Banquet to be held Friday, checks to her at 1720 Holiday
resistance heat is more ex- Meadow 1.ane, Murray, Larry River Road, Murray, Leemon
pensive than gas or oil. But a II Black, Rt. 1, Murray, S. Downing, Rt. 3, Benton,
Feb. 8, at 6:45 p.m. at the Drive, Murray, phone- 759North' Branch of the Peoples 4635. Checks should be made
heat pump for both heating Cosandra Allen, B-1 Southside Mrs. 11,1oXell B. Raye,204 Reed
Bank Community Room. payable to the Murray
and air-conditioning will help manor, Murray, Roger A. St., Mayfield, J. Equal
Ladies are invited to bring Christian Women's Club.
if only electric heat is Phelps. 116-A Walnut Court, Williams (expired), Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Phyllis Ann Murray.
their husbands or any one they Persons who mail their money
available.
wish to this special dinner will have their tickets held at
If you get central air-. McClure and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
the door for them. Persons - conditioning, ask the builder Farmington, Mrs. I,aDonna
-- meeting.
Quest speaker and musician 'should include the first names
or seller if it has a high Cavat, J-5 Southside Manor,
for the dinner will be Jack of each person in their party.
Energy Efficiency Ratio. It Murray, Mrs. Doris M.'
Tickets
may
also
be
Crook of Nashville, Tenn., a
should have an EER of 8.0 or (onner, 1532 Oxford, Murray,
graduate of Murray State pruchased at a table set up in
more.. An air conditioner with 1;rnon D. Beanam, P.O. Box
Bank
Main
the
Peoples'
where
he
earned
a
University
an,EER of 9.0, for example, 97, Sedalia', Mrs. Elizabeth
Bachelor of Music EducatiOn Branch-. downtown on Weduses only two-thirds as much Dianne McKendiee, R18,Box
degree. He was in Campus nesday; Jan. 30, and Thurenergy as one with an EER of 88. Shady Hills, Benton, Mrs.
7:10,9:05
Lights while at MSU and sang sday, Jan. 31,from 10 a.m.to 2
DEAR DR. LAMB --- I just
turned 57 and I went through
with the Lakeside Singers for p.m.; and on Friday, Feb. 1,
the . menopause at age 52. I
five years. He is currently in, from 10 a.m. to6 p.m.
haven't had any _ menstrual
- Officials said tickets must
real estate in Nashville.
periods for five years. For 32
noon
on
be
purchased
by
A ' programon winter
years my husband and I have
physical fitness will be Monday, Feb. 4. to assure
used birth',control What _I
presented by Mrs. Steve reservations. Cancellations
• want to know is can we forget
noon
on
about all that and enjoy..
Newton, physical education must - be made by
DeCULAUt
--11-ivemaking The way. it shoulateacher at Carter Elementary--Frid-a-V,-Feb. 8iii. order to
'I am rather seared. it
receive a refund.
Scho0}.By Abitgai.i Van
sounds. foolish but I keep
The dinner will be a full
thinking maybe I'll get pregcourse buffet catered by
nant Is'- it necessary for an
ROBERT REDFORD
Dakota Feed and Grain. The
examination .at this age? Are
TANE FONDA
THE
my organs still working even
cost will be $6 per person.
though- I have no menstrual
ELECTRIC
Tickets will be sold in advance
periods'
- HORSEMAN
aM may-be 'purchased from
members of the executive
DEAR_ READER
If worChestnut St •753-3314
• rying about getting pregnant
board or from Mrs. Lois.
Jimmie lee Carmichael led
is all that's bothering you, •
DEAR ABBY: How do I go about telling the girl our son
the
m
study
on
throw caution to the winds
dates to please stop buying our family expensive gifts for
"Missionary Call- held at the
and live dangerously. If you
every eccaSion? It emharrigsses us to accept them since we
Last 3 Days 7:25,9:20
meeting bl the 13aptist.Women can't- afford to reciprocate.
should get pregnant, you'll
of the Elm Grove Baptist
have established a new record
She crimes from a vt;ry large family, and because she gave
Hundreds of ships
and -be world famous. There's
Church on Tuesday. Jan. 8, at everyone in our fainny she ever said hello to a Christmas
and planes lost
not a single. authenticated
1:30 p.m. at the fellowship hall gift last year. my son felt that he had to do the same for her
birth in a woman Oast age,51.;
forever. Some say
of the church:
tHe is still paying tor them.) . _
.
it's UFO's. Others
For Valentine's Day she gave me a- present and also•my
Mrs.. Carmichael .. was
• As a general- rule. I- tell.
an
lii
tabb.
eten
not
husband.
On
Mother's
anothec.one.-and
she's
saY it's a lost
Day.
assisted in the program
- women that if they're past 50
efigaged,to0S01
'
--She-rtt found mit -whew
civilization. You
---1tid—tfaire apparently- --gone
-Tresentation- hy,
ru3 the other childrens , even
through the menopause and
may decide
Fulkerson, Juanita lee, were (mine and my
the grandparents!) and the presents come. ,
haven't had any periods for
it's both.
Tennessee Outland, Opal Hale
I have no objections to her exchanging gifts with my-son,
more than two years, they can
G
and I a vine Carter.
but I-wish she woulti leave the rest of his family alone. So,
be relatively- --certain -thatBobbie Burkeen, president, what should„I do?
BASSO ON THE BOOK
there's - no danger of - getting
BY CHARLES BERLITZ
presided. Also present were
pregnant. - If they .want to
TOO MANY GIFTS'
r oot P. CO DOLBY STEREO
Mable Blalock, Mildred Cook,
I,etha Cossey and Mildred
DEAR TOO MANY: Ask you son to tell the young lady
that he appreciates her thoughtfulness and generosity but
Geurin.
prefers that she discontinue the gift-giving to the members
of his family.
And if that doesn't do the trick, send her thank-you cards
for the gifts, and let it go at that.

He
an

MEMBERS OF the Calloway County 'High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America have elected ,Miss
FHA Meinbers and Miss FHA Off4oeso for the months of
November and December. Elected for November were,left
to right, top photo, Margaret Colson, member,and Lori Murdock,officer, and for December,bottom photo, Shelia Oliver,
member, and Jane Greer, officer. These membersaiere acve in all chapter activities.
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Murray Christian Club
Plans Special Banquet

HEALTH
.

Buren

Mrs. Carmichael Is
Program Leader At

Her Gifts
Elm.GroCe ifeetingAre Rapped
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Inflation Fighter Special

S
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DEAR ABBY: Our little boy is 8 years old and very much
overweight, so our doctor put him on a strict diet. I've tried
to keep him on this diet but I can't follow him around every
minute because I have three other ehildren fOlookafter and
my work to do. My next.door neighbonold me she's seen my
son eat the dog food right out of her dog's dish: afid also that
he eats the bread she throws out for the birds. What should
I do?
_TROUBLED MOM
DEAR MOM: Take your son to the doctor for a thorough
checkup, and tell the doctor how the boy has been supplementing his diet. And be sure to explain to the boy the
dangers of eating out of the dog's dish as well as food meant
for the birds.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With
Garlic Bread

9 l)SdP

m rig
Only

Salad 40' Extra

Super Special For Kids
12
Spaghetti & Salad /
Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday Night
4 To 10 PM.

Hamburger &
Chopped Steak
Special!
/
12
Starting At

Free Refills
On Drinks

Price

93t
And Up

You Can't Eat
This Good At Home
For This Price

DEAR ABBY: You suggested that,it might be a good idea
to invite _someone who might he alone to spend Christmas
with your tamily.
I am a widow, and my children and grandchildren all live
far away and can't be here for the holidays. I work,so it's im
possible for me to visit them,. Being alone doesn't mean-be
ing lonely, Abby.I have received three invitations so far, and
I would much rather spend Christmas Day alone-than to accept any of the invitations.
Why? Weil, with my !hinted income, I can't buy gifts for
the whole family, or even for the hostess. Second, while the
invitations are sincere and well-meant, nobody considers
.how I am to arrive at their home for the meal.
Third, the Meal is usually set for late afternoon, and it is
well into the dark of the evening before- I can leave and -I
don't want to go home alone at night. (It's"rude to eat and
run.)
dinners, and spend
Sot--vritt decline aft
Christmas resting up and eating what and when I want.
If, some kind soul knows that an older single person is
alone and lonely, transportation to and from the dinner
should. be provided.
STEADY READER

Magic age is 57
Lawrence t.Larna,M.D.
tion in both his molars this
shorten that period ol time. past week and although his
then I insist that they have a teeth no longer bother .him, I medical examination; before think the infection could halie
abandoning birth control.
spread to his ears. Is it possiYes, the rest of your body is ble for me to give him an ear
functioning normally your infection in the way he
ovaries have just simply quit claims?
• • •
functioning but you're still
DEAR READER -- .1111. •
forming female and_ male hor-. first question is whether No
mones • from' I the adrenal really has an infection or nol
gland How much of each is He may have referred 'pain
highly 'variable,' That's why from his dental problem..
1
some wqmen need' hormone
I see no 'health Jproblerti
support to avoid symptoms from your habit other than
and others do-not.
those- associated with _morsTo give you more informa- ture in the ears. This is not
tion about the..menopatise and
greatly different - from what
what happens_ alter it, I'm
happens with SwithrberVear
sending you The Health Letter or a person who traps Water
number 5• 12. Menopause. in his ears from a shower. In
Other readers who want this that case, the . retained moisissue can send 75 cents with a ture might allow an infection.
long, stamped, self-addressed particularly a fungus infecenvelope for it. Send your tion, to develop.
request to me. in care of this
I would suggest that if he's
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551. having an ear problem he
Radio City Station. New York, - -should see an ear, nose and
NY 10019.
throat doctor and let him see
My if ,he really has an' infection
DEAR DR. LAMB
husband has an ear infection. there. If he does, it can ••be
He claims and thinks I cause- treated with drying agents
*.--Daring- our- lovemaking, -I andirthermeasores7 thr --mayoftenbck his ear and run my have an excess amount of ear
tongue along the inside. I have.., wax that causes.him to trap
been doing this for over a year - moisture in the ear. And, of
-us the_first time -he has -coin*:-if- he resorts to- using
-.Put this.
-complained of an infection. _ear drops...you may want to .
However, he's, had an infec- change your habits.
-

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is jmpossible tell them when to
COM and collect.

DEAR READER: Of course, its too late for Christmas
1979, but it would be well to remember your words for all of
those special occasions in 1980, 0
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, gejt Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped 128 cents). self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
A
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Happenings In Community,
Tuesday,Jan.29
Singles Class of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of dhrist
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Murray TOPS I take off
pounds sensibly) Chib will
meet at the Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.
Faculty Recital by Robert
Gillespie, violin, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Exhibit of Dieatra Blackburn works in ink wash, pencil
drawings and charcoals will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. in Mason
Art Gallery, Hart Hall,
Murray State University...This
Is sbonsored by the Housing
Programming Council and is
free and open to the public.
American
Agricultural
Movement Gasohol meeting
will be at the Graves County
Court House, Mayfield, at 7
P.m.

Wednesday,Jan. 39
Tuesday,Jan.29
Murray Athletic Boosters
Seminar on Financing For
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the Small Businesses, sponsored
Murray High School.
by the Kentucky Development
.Finance Authority and the
Wednesday,Jan.90
Kentucky
Industrial
Special prayer services for. Development.Council, will be
the Iranian Hostages and the tt 2 p.m. at the Kenlake Stale
Afghanistan Crisis will be held Resort Park. There is no
at the First Christian Church charge and interested persons
at 12 noon. This is sponsored are invited.
by the Murray-Calloway . Regular weekl. luncheon of
Ministerial the United Campus
County
Ministry
Association.
will be at 12:30 p.m. at Ordway Hall, Murray State
Hazel Senior Citizens will University.
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Quilting Workshop with
Community Center with lunch
Marie Forrester as leader will
to be served at 11:45 a.m.
be held at the Calloway
Nutrition Program for the County
Extension Office, 209
Elderly will serve meals at 12 Maple
Street, Murray, at 9:30
noon at the Douglas Center.
a.m. This is open to all,
Special program on Consumer
homemakers club members
Issues by Dr. Joan I.. Maupin
and any interested persons.
will be t 10 a.m. at the center.
. Exhibition of Dieatra Blackburn works will be from 6 to8
p.m. in Mason Art Gallery,
kfart Hall, Murray State
University. This is sponsored
by the Housing Prograrrunming Council and is free and
open to the public.

Tickets for the Murray
Christian Women's Club Guest
Night at the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank on Feb. 8
will be on sale from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the downtown branch
of the Peoples Bank or call
Lois Green, 759-4635 for information.

Pier 1 imports
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Wis. James' Weaving
Accepted; Texas Show.
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The
Ganfini d'atifina
Chapter of Beth Sigma Phi
will meet Thursday, Jan. 31,
at 7 p.m. at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
"Around the World With
Beta Sigma Phi" will be the
theme of the game party with
fellow chapters of Beta Sigma
Phi invited to attend. The
theme will be centered around
Alaska, a chapter spokesman
said.
New members of the
chapter include Rhonda
Phelps and Lana Wilson who
will be taking their final
rituals in February.
The chapter had several

Dan Shipley was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Murray High SchooL Chapter
of the Future,Homemakers of
America held Monday, Jan.
14, at 6:30 p.m. in the school
.
library.'
The speaker showed slides
and spoke on his trip to Brazil
in October. Shipley and Tip

Mon.,Tues.,&Sat.9:00-6:00 Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:00-8:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00

HOSPITAL NEWS 1

&U/0OFF
EVERY Yr FABRIC
EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR
20%
OFF ALL
LOUNGE

WEAR It
SLFEp

STORE
ON

SALE!
NOT ONE

WEAR

YARD SOLD
AT

REGULAR
PRICE

NOT JUST A FEW SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE TNAT MAY NOT FIT
YOUR PRESENT NEEDS — WE ARE
SELLING EVERY YARD OF FABRIC IN
- OUR MOE Al "Mil OFVOUR
REGULAR LOW PRICES.

Prunes Featured In Recipe

activities -during the recent
holiday season. Among these
were cards and gifts sent to'
I.ovie
Adams, adopted
grandmothel• of the chapter,
who resides at Murray Manor.
A dinner and gifts were
given to a local family in
Murray. Among the gifts were
toys donated by Fisher-Price
Co., according to a, chapter
spokesman who expressed
appreciation to the company
for the toys.
Brenda and Brownie Jones
entertained with a chapter
party at their home.. Gifts
were exchanged and secret
sisters were revealed.
Those attending were Mr.

Dan Shipley Speaks At
Murray High Meeting

14' S

eat

A free consumer education
designed for people 60 years of
for senior citizens on
age or older, Dr. Maupin said
!,nnking and savings ac- anyone of any age who is inots entitled "Are You ,terested in the announced
a-tung Your iMoney's Wor- topic is invited to attend.
will be Wfered at the
Hot meals will be served at
Douulas Community Center the conclusion of the class at a
Gamma Gamma Chapter of on P. Miller Street from 10 nominal charge.
to noon Wednesday, Jan.
Future classes scheduled in
Beta Sigma Phi will have A _
In a 1H-quart saucepan over
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
the consumer education series
game party at 7 p.m. at the
moderate
Editor
Food
heat stir together
•
AP
1)r
Joan 1.. Maupin, will be focused on the
Community Room of the
the sugar and white wine until
GOOD DINNER
,
t.taiit
followiktopi
professor
of homecs:
North Branch of the peoples
Potatoes sugar dissolves and mixture
Chicken
Adverting, "The Six Beveled
Bank. All local chapter (,I nuinics at Murray State
Salad boils. Add prunes and ginger;
Beans
Green
Lt0versity,
conducting
Billion
is
the
Dollar
Sell," Feb. 13:
members are invited.
Beverage
simmer, covered. for 10
Prunes
Ginger
1 .lass, which is part of a series Target — The Elderly,
minutes. With a slotted spoon
GINGER PRUNES
Sale of tickets for the in consumer issues at the "Schemes; Con Games, and
fruit remains chewy remove prunes to a shallow
The
Murray Christian Women's Douglas Center.
Rip-Offs," Feb. 27; and
combination is container(about 1 quart )-. Boil
Club Guest Night Banquet on
Although she noted that
Consumer
Protection and the
flavorful.
12-ounce package sugar-ginger mixture until
Feb. 8 will be sold from 10 instruction and discossion in
Agencies, "Where Can You
syrupy - about 5 minutes:
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the downtown the. class are especially
(2 cups) pitted prunes
Turn for Help?" March 5.
.pour over prunes. Cool.-Serve
branch or the Peoples Batik.
1 cup sugar
as dessert topped with yogurt.
cups dry white wine
For information persons may
cup slivered candied There will be about 40 prunes
call Lois Green at 759-4635.
is
and a small amount of ginger
ginger (about 6 round pieces)
Murray State University
and syrup.
Plain yogurt
Men's Racers will play Akron
in an Ohio Valley Conference
basketball game at 7:30 p.m.
in the MSU Sports Arena. The
Victoria James,- a 1979 associate professor at the
Lady Racers will play the
University of Kentucky at graduate of Murray State Univel-sity of Tennessee.
University, with an M. A. in
The exhibition features
Lexington.
studio art, has had one of her
work in wood, clay, metal,
Third night of exhibition of weavings, Hallion, accepted
in glass, stone, fiber, leather,
Dieatralackburn works in the Texas Designer
Craft- paper, synthetics, or cornInk trAtt-,--pencll drawingi affti sman 1980-E-thibition to
open
-charcoals will be from 6 to 8 at the University of Texas
at
Mrs. James teaches art at
p.m. at Mason Art Gallery, Austin in the Fine Arts
the Sam Rayburn High School
Hart -Hall, MuKray State library-on Feb. 9. The event
in Pasadena;Texas. She isthe
University. This is free and will close March 8.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
open to the public.
The work exhibited was Donald Crawford of Lynn
General meeting of the selected by Sandra J. Blain, Grove and is married to
Calloway County American interim -director of the Dwain James,
of Mr. and
Mrs. Rubin Jam
Agricultural Movement will Arrowmont School of Arts and
Murray.
be held at 7 p.m. in Calloway Crafts at Gatlinsburg, Tenn., They have on daughter,
ONE 8x10
and by Richard Daehnert, Kern.
County.
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Gamma Gamma Plans Meeting

Pier 1 imports

-

Thursday, Jan.31
Open installation of the
Elects Chapter No. 476 Order
of the Eastern Star will be
held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple at Cottage
Grove, Tenn.
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The Quilting Workshop for the Calloway County
Homemakers will be held Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 9:30 a.m. in
the County Extension Office,209 Maple Street, Murray.
Marie Forrester will discuss quilting designs. Persons having quilt tops or quilts in various stages of completions are
asked to bring them to the special workshop on Wednesday.
The workshop is open to any interested persons including
non members of a homemakers club, according to Jean
Cloar, County Extension Agent in Home Economics.

TWO 5x7's

OFF

ssi
car
ht.

1)r. llaupin It ill Conduct
Lesson At Douglas Center

9:54

SAVE $20.00

Bun
Chairs25%

hi.

Senior Citizens

PORTRAITS

6 Ft., Walnut
Stained

MATCH STICK
FLOOR SCREEN

Wednesday,Jan.31
Reginald Smith, Jackson,
Tenn., will speak at the Fifth
Wednesday Hour of Power at
-the First United Methodist
Church at.7 p.m.

Quilting Workshop To
Be Held irednesday

)

(III biter-est To

1-24-80
Newborn Admission
I,ong, BabyBoy (Theresa,
Rt.6, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Rhonda L. Manning, Rt. 1
Bx. 291, Alrno, Cindy Burris,
Bx. 232, Simpsonville, Charlie
L. Lassiter, 1401 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Alice M. Rouse,
1712 Plainview, Murray,
Kimberley A. Gottman and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Bx. 491,
Benton, Julie 1.. Baker, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Shelia A. Pritchett, Rt. 4 Bx. 87A, Murray,
Mrs. Ruth A. Bowker, Rt. 8
Bx. 46B, Murray, Mrs. Jean
• McClure, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Tommy McClure', Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Kristen A. Ruccio,
Rt. 3 Bx. 190, Murray, 13oyd
McClure Jr., Rt. 1 13x, 21,
Dexter, Michael E. Manning
Jr., Rt. 1 Bx. 59, Murray, Mrs.
Monette B. Outland, Rt. 6 Bx,
58A, Murray, Cecil I,. Davis,
1, Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs.
Edmonia Spann, 709 S. 3rd,
Murray, Meadow Huie, 725
Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs. Doris
M. Warren, 1632 Miller,
Murray, Mrs. Clovis N. Baker,
519 Whitnell, Murray, Mrs.
Violet A. Crider, Rt, 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Maud R. Steele,
Rt. 6 Bx. 21, Murray, Mrs.
Fannie M. Brown, 506 S. 13th,
Murray, Mr. John T. Stafford,
Rt. 5 Bx. 684, Murray, Mrs:
Alta M. Tyier expired), 1626
W._Olive, Murray, iticnahl T.
Lassiter (expirea),501 Broad,
Murray,
Mrs.
Anna
Szychulda (expired), CR Rx•
107, Hamlin.

Miller of Murray were among
those who went to Brazil on a
special mission trip,to help,in
the erection of a Baptist
Church there. Following his
program, Mr. Shipley answered questions from the
girls.
Gina Shipley, devotion
leader, gave the devotion from
the "Love Chapter for Today"
relating it to the topic of
Worldwide Brotherhood.
Mary Morris, chapter
president,. presided. Reports
were given by Sharon Whaley,
secretary, and Karen Brandon, treasurer. Laura Sears,
recreation leader, did the
relaxer;-That's Me."
Susan Crass, first vice
president, reported on the Red
Cross Food Bank, She explained that this is for people
in the -community whose
homes have been destroyed or
who are in need of food and
can come for help.
The meeting was closed
with the reciting of the club
creed.
Chapter mothers present
were Mrs. Gordon Loberger
and Mrs. Calvin Morris.
Advisors present were Mrs. G.
T. Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass.

Becky Miller Gives
Program At Meet
Of Goshen Women
"Taking Inventory of My
Life in 1979" was the theme of
the program presented by
Becky Miller at the meeting of
the Giihen United Methodist
Church Women held Jan. 9 at
the church.
The devotion on "The Best
Reason In the World Is
Because" was given by Agnes
Watson.
Glenda Wilson, president,
presided,
Refreshmen'ts were served
in the basement of the church
by .To Lovett. and Carman
Horton.

WALLET
SIZE

AMMAN 0.111,VIPS

$1295
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ASK ASOUT SEDUM PROM ON EXTRA HMS'S

and Mrs. Dale Phillips, Mr.
and Mrs. John Loftus, Mr. and
Mrs. Mitch Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
David Durham, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve
Herndon,
Patsy
Higgins, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hyneman, Linda Hunt, Susan
McCann, Bob Roseman, Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Waldrup, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Cooper,
Earlene Futrell, Lana Wilson,
David Wells, and Mr.and Mrs.
Jones.

Kcj,c)K Portrait/

ANY AGE
BASIES—SCHOOL AGE—ADULISI

GROUPS
stso

P•rson EXtra

Make Everyday a
Big Film Free-for-All!

Our big free HBO preview event is over. But that s no reason you cant enjoy Home Box Office
every day of the- year!
When you can see the uncut, uninterrupted "Saturday Night Fever" right in your own
home,why go to a theatre? And that s just one of the great HBO features coming in the 4
weeks ahead!"FowlPlay;"Oliver'sSteryr and many more we cant mention now, will
also be coming soon!,
HBO has movies for the entire family. Plus sports specials and very special Specials
featuring the best comedy and musical nightclub acts of today. All of our entertainment is
uncut and uninterrupted! And best of all, it's right in your own home!
Don't miss out on the exciting world of HBO any longer! Call or fill out the coupon and
save on your connection hookup.Then,stock lip on popcorn,and sit back for the best
entertainment value anywhere- right in your home! •

CALL TODAY
AND
SAVE $10.00

Murray Cablevision
153-5005
Clip and melt

'array Cablitri!tio•
114,1-Alr Coaffor
Murray, Sy. 42171

•

Keep HBO Coming — t Special Savings!
YES!I want to keep HBO comingl Call me
for a priority connection'appointment so
Icon see the SUPER HITS and SAVc.
Check one.
I m already a Cablevision subscriber.
now I want HBO( I understand the
monthly charge for HBO is 57 95 in
addition to my basic Cablevision
charge.
I wont HBO and Cablevision I I understand the monthly charge for HBO and
Cablevision is S 15 90
Hurry! Otter Expires i 80
Home Phone
Name
Art
Address
-__State
City _
Zip
Time Usually Home_ _._:Work Phone
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

"141S IMPACrON
Tif LAW IN NIS TIME
IS MA1LHED
BY°NU A SMALL
CoMPANY or Ti-IE

EDITORIAL
es

A Gray Dawn
A generation ago, Americans
were fond of envisioning a
future transformed by wontechnological
drous
breakthroughs. Aside from imparting a certain thrill of anticipation, this view of the
future was a natural prodgct of
the widespread belief it only
in the inevitability of pfogress,
but in an accelerating and
uninterrupted march Award a
certain, better world.
Alas,the world and the future
appear to be less rational to this
generation. The
troubled
cliaracteristic optimism of
most Americans is now blurred
doubts. Their hopeful expectations. dulled by apprehensions. And, for the first time
since World War II, Americans
-confront - the dawn of a new
decade unconvinced that it will
bring an improvement in their
- own lives.
The tangible difficulties we
face are apparent enough. The
availability of energy in sufficient quantities to sustan our
standard of living as far from
assured. A stubborn, Ad
worsening, monetary inflation
poses a continuing threat to our
economie security and, most
importantly, to our selfconfidence.
Our supremacy as an industrial and commercial power
is under the severest challenge
from friends, neutrals and
adversaries alike. No
American can take comfort
when the largest domestic steel
manufacturer seeks advice
from Japan on ways to modernize aging plants in Pittsburgh.
Our economic problems at
home are mirrored by even larger worries abroad. As Henry
Kissinger observed recently,
nearly every continent is
sliding toward crisis. A stable
world order underwritten by
universally accepted standards

OTHER loo

of international conduct - the
original goal of the United Na tions charter - is everywhere
breaking down as greed, ambition and a lust for power
historical
reassert
their
demands.
It appears most likely,
therefore, that the coming year
and the decade it inaugurates
will - see Americans sorely
tested individually and collectively.
While no good purpose is
served by denying the severity
of the challenges we face,
neither must we underestimate
our latent ability to-enclure and,
in the end, to prevail. We have
more reasons to be hopeful than
apprehensive. We enjoy the
cumulative legacy of two cepturie.s of responsible, selfgovernment, success in the
teeth of every kind of adversity,
and, when necessary, the
demonstrable will to defend
legitimate national interests
despite the gravest perils-.
America's prospects are not
lightly to be dismissed.
"Men to match its mountains,- is the way one 19th Century observer described this
'country and ii people. Our
resolve today should be that we
again merit such tribute in the
difficulties times ahead.

6RAFF1171

Thoughts
,In Season

JuSlICES Wilo
HAVESEWED
SINCE 179Cr'

Copley

We were talking the other day about
what we'd do if it was left up to us to
liberate the hostages in Iran when L. K.
Pinkley got to telling about the time he
was a prisoner of the Germans during
World War II. It's quite a story.
Pink, who is associated with Jack
Belote in Purdom's furniture and appliance store on 5th Street, was an
operations staff sergeant with the 106th.
Infantry Division when he was captured late in the afternoon of Dec. 19,
1944, three days after the Germans
launched their last big offensive of the
war in what history records as "The
Battle. of The Bulge."
Pink -had regiStered-TOr- reitiry
service while living in Nashville, where
he was a salesman with the Davison
Chemical Company. He was 27 years
old and had been married for two years
when he was inducted March 3, 1943, at
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., near Chattanooga, and assigned to the 106th
Division at Fort Jackson, S.C., where
he was given his basic training.
After 10 months at Jackson and six
more at Camp Atterbury, Ind., the
division went overseas ip the. fal: of
1944, 'and paused only briefly ir.
England before going into France and
on up to the front lines to relieve the 2nd
Infantry Division in Belgium's
Ardennes Forest.
+++
They never got off it.
At 5 o'clock in the morning of Dec. 16,
the Germans launched the biggest, the
most stunning and the most confusing
battle fought on the Western Front in
World War II-The Battle of the Bulge.
Old Hitler himself had dreamed up'
the massive German counterattack and
had executed it against the advice of
4-444-44-44-44+44-++++4 •
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By M.C.Garrott

L. K.Pinkley Recalls His Days
In A World WarIIPrison Camp

The story Of

•4

Service

Garrott s Galley

-2S0
By Ken Wolf
Our dreams, whether of the day or
more traditional nighttime variety, are
important. They can help.us heal and
nourish our soul, remind us of past
dangers, help us deal with present
disappointments, and give life to our
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
future holies.
.#
cogri4t,1978
Dreams also call us to action and
•
•
•
•
•-•
•s•-• +•+•
,a44-444-4+44-4+4-4-4-44-044-444-4444-+++4+ +•
••
open doorways to wisdom. But because
such calls are issued and such doorIn a message from the. War Department, Mrs. Willie 13c
ways opened often at the price of great
of New Concord was informed Oct. 12, 1944, that her son. Ph.
paint, we tend to look upon dream
Thomas Bucy, was missing in the European theatre of operatn,n.
knowledge with a certain fatalism and
The department confirmed Nov. 24 he was a prisoner of war
fear. The Roman poet and satirist
did a Gerrrian radio message Jan. 14,‘1944?
Horace wrote that "after midnight
dreams are true," and these words
Staff. Sgt. Leonard K. Pinkley was reported by the War Decome from the Irish poet and dramatist
partment
as being missing in action Dec. 16, 1944, in a incsag,.
Oscar Wilde (1854-1900):
A dreamer is one who can only find
received by his wife, Mrs. Julia Curd Pinkley. In a letter from O w
his way by moonlight, and his
sergeant direct to his wife, written Jan. 10, 1945, he said hi. w;is
punishment is that he sees the
being held a German prisoner of war in Stalag Prison Camp 911:
dawn_ before the rest of the world.
In a telegran five postal cards, a letter from Postmaster General Lerch, and amateur short wave radio listeners, Pvt. LIoNd BnN(I
was reported a German prisoner of war. The messages were reSo Cod created man in his own
ceived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd of Murray, Rt. 2,
image, in the image of God created
and sister, Mrs. Louis Bucy of Murray. The infantryman was
He Him, Male and female created He
thm. Genesis 1:27
reported to be missing in action Dec. 24, 1944, however the family
did not get the news. until 'March 7, 1945.
..1,. li . t - fl, l•
'LI'

News

Pvt. Keith Ross, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Ilardin Ross
of near Hico, was killed in action February 28 in Belgium.. while
serving with Gen. Patton's 3rd Army, according to a War Department
telegram to his parents. In a letter to his family two days before
his death he said that he planned to visit with his brother Robert
who was also in Belgium.
•
Pvt. Outra Schroader, 27 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Schroader of Dexter, Rt. 1,.and husband of !sirs. Andel/ Schroader
of Paducah, Was killed in action in Gerrhany'Jude 15, 1944, acv.Iirding
to a message received from the War Department the week of March
15, 1945. The department earlier had stated July, 1944, that he
wdk missing in action., Pvt. Schroader also had two brothers in
the armed forces.
Pvt. Thomas -Moffett died aboard a hospital ship in the Atlantic Feb. 20, 1945, enroute to the States for special hospitalization
after being wounded in German Dec. 10, 1944. The death report
reached his mother, Mrs. Noman Moffett, in Murray March 17, 1945.

To Be Continued

most of his top military leaders.
It was to be a surprise thrust of great
power - and it was with panzer
divisions and German infantry bursting
through the Ardennes to cut the Allied
forces in two at the weakest part of
their front.
One month after it was launched,
inure than a million soldiers were involved with some of the greenest troops
In the American Arrny fighting some of
the Germans' most battle-seasoned
veterans.
The front line broke up into an unsolved jigsaw puzzle, and there were
lays when nobody, including the local
towris
-p4hpre, were sure wfuen-stdeffeld
a particular town or village.
Prisoners on both sides were captured, liberated and recaptured. On
both sides, captives • were killed by
.nfuriated captors after they had
More
Americans
surrendered.
surrendered at one time and place more than 8,000 of them - than in any
other episode of the entire war with
exception of Bataah.
Pink was one of them, and this is the
story of this capture, imprisonment and
liberation.
+++
The morning the Germans came
bursting through the forest, Pink and
his unit-a regiment of infantry- was
huddled in the snow and bitter cold in a
position in the old -Siegfried Line.
Bare4..before they knew what was
happening, the entire regiment had
been surrounded and cut off from the
rest of the division. •
At first, they tried to fight their way
out,fighting Germans at what had been
their rear, but -there were toomany-of
them. For almost fourdays,they fought
in the near-zero cold -so cold wounded
men froze to`death in 'foxholes."
On the 19th, their supplies were
exhausted. The Only ammunition they
had left with which to battle the Germans' artillery, armor and machine
guns was rifle ammunition.
Late that afternoon, a German officer, bearing a white flag, delivered an
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'ultimatium to Pink's colonel surrender or else. "And we could see
the 'else' lined ep dovrn on a road," he
said, "all kinds of heavy artillery and
stun. They were ready to blow us to
Kingdom Come."
Rather than see any more of his men
sacrificed unnecessarily against such
overwhelming odds, the colonel
surrendered the regiment - what was
•
left of it.
+++
That night, Pink and his buddies were
marched some eight miles back behind
the German lines before being herded
-into a horse rarrbrefte rest of Me iiigheu.
In ankle-deep mud,they sat on their upturned helmets and huddled together,
back-to-back, for warmth.
At 7 o'clock the next morning, they
were on the march again, this time
going about 42 kilometers, or something
like 26 miles, to the German town of
Gerolstein. There they were herded into
a destroyed churchyard for the night
before being moved into an old brewery
some two miles out of town and given
their first food since their capture - a
small can of potted meat.
On the 22nd of December, they were
jammed into railway boxcars for a
tour-day ride to Frankfurt, exerroany._ _
arriving just as the rail yards were hit
by an American air strike and a
number clothe& fellow prisoners killed
when the train was bombed. "They
didn't know there were American
prisoners down there," he explained.
"The Germans hadn't marked the
train."
From there, thy were taken to the
little town of Bad -Orb -- German for
"bath -piece" - a mountain village
where the German people, in happier
times, had gone for hot, mineral baths
- much the same as those which have
made our Hot Springs, Ark., so famous.
+++
In Thursday's column I'll share with
you some of the experiences Pink had in
the time he was in the prison camp and
the way in which he was liberated.

By John Cunniff

Dollar Accounting
Hides Weaknessesdi
NEW YORK (AP) - Inflationadjusted annual reports soon will be in
the hands of corporate investors, some
of whom will realize for the first time
that their companies are in the process
of liquidation.
That might appear to be an extreme
statement of the condition, but the fact
is that scores of companies we think of
as mighty giants will have failed to
cover their dividends after the adjustments are made.
Yea, even General Motors. The
world's largest manufacturer, GM
earned $10 a share in current dollars
last year, which more than covered its
dividend of $5.30. But adjusted for inflation, it earned about $5.
Accounting in terms of the current
dollar, whose value almost always
changes, mostly downward, has hidden
industrial weaknesses, and mislead
investors into thinking their companies
were stronger than they are.
So deceiving is the practice that
companies now are required to insert
annual report footnotes that relate
profits to inflation, and to carry a
management discussion that explains
the significance to readers.
The oveigtating of earnings - a
zzltsequence of failing to account for
inflation - is caused by two factors:
Under-appreciating plant and
equipment, and listing inventories on
the basis of the cost when bought rather
than the cost of replacement.

If silver is a product component, for
example,the practice of expensing it at
$20 an ounce, which is the price it used
to be, or double that, which is close to
the replacement price, might mean the
difference between profit and loss. But
you might never have known it.
Under the new regulations you will
know, and you might be shocked.
Steven Lewins, vice president and
research director of Value Line, the
nation's largest advisory service, feels
the shock is overdue.
"Acccounting methods have masked
a problem so serious that unless
corrected it will prevent any substantial growth in the future," he said
In an interview.
"What it means," he said, "is that
companies are in liquidation,"
managing to cover the evidence of it by
borrowing.
"Masking the problem," he continued, "is worse than facing up to it.
- interest rates go up and up, and the
system becomes crystalline - in great
danger of cracking."
While business often complains it is
being driVen into the ground by taxing
policies that assume all is well, it stops
short of screaming too loudly - lest
investors be frightened away en maws.
Lewin& traces the problent to 1965.
"From then on the debt burden goes up
and earnings do down. And tills rundown of liquidity becomes one of the
causes of inflation and high interest."

10 Years Ago
A check for $176,000 from the Farmers Home Administration has been
presented to William E. Dodson,
chairman for Murray No. 3 Water
District by Howard Paschall, FHA
supervisor. The funds will be used to
construct a complete water district
system fqr the area from West Murray
to Lynn Grove.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lula
Mae Jackson,81, Mrs. Lydia Enoch,61,
and Mrs. Grace Cole Buie, 71.
Dr. James M. Kline, physics
professor and mem frof the Murray
State Upiversity faculty since 1964, has
been named as the new chairman of the
physics department at Murray State,
Cpl. Russell Dowdy,Jr., received the
Purple Heart for injuries he received
while fighting in Vietnam and also the
Army commendation medal. He will
report to Fort Dix, N. J., on Feb. 12 for
a European assignment
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Cowen Jan. 24, a boy
to Mr. and Mit. Kenneth Bucy on Jan.
28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl T.
Henderson on Jan. 27, and girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald W. Paschall on Jan. 25.

20-Years Ago
The law library of Sen. George E.
Overbey was damaged extensively
from the smoke and water from the fire
that destroyed his offices and the
businesses of A & P Grocery, Murray
Martinizing Cleaners, and Sears and
Roebuck Catalogue offreer, and
damaged the Main Street Cafe on East
Main Street on Jan. 26. Much of the
damage to the books was due to water
potiringtito the basementMary Of the
Ness Gwynn Blalock, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Blalock of Murray Route
5, will be featured in the cast of the
play, "Jacob Comes Home," to be
presented tonight by the freshman
class at David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Max Morris, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter E. Stalls, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
OdellJareett.,and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth R. keel.
The Rev. Harold Lassiter is serving
as pastor of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Judy Tahano, Hawaiian student at
Murray State College, spoke on her
native country and danced in native
costume at the meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Mrs. John Resig, program
chairnian, introduced the speaker.

.30 Years.Ago
Jan. 30 is a legal holiday in Kentucky-the birthday of Franklin D. Roosevelt
All city, county and state offices as well
as banks will be dosed throughout the
state.
Forty-two men attended the
"University of Scouting" held at
Mayfield, according to Barney Smith,
Scout Field Executive. Of those present
25 were from Calloway County.
Deaths reputed include Rebecca
Ann Wyatt, infant girl.
Mrs. J. E. Cross is the director of the
Wesley Foundation of the Methodist
Church at Murray State College.
In high school basketball games
Tilghman beat Murray High, Lynn
Grove beat New Concord, Hazel beat
Brewers,and Almo beat Kirksey. High
team scorers were Hardy for Tilghman, Jeffrey for Murray High, Parks
for Lynn‘Grove, Adams for New
Concord, J. Wyatt for Hazel, Stone for
Brewers, Hargis for Almo, and Usrey
for Kirksey.
"Red Light" starring George Raft
and Virginia Mayo is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 29, the 29th
day of 1990. There are 337 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight _in history:
On Jan. 29, 1900, the "American
League of Baseball Clubs" was
organized in Philadelphia. The
National League had been in operation
for years.
On this date:
In 1737, Thomas Paine - who wrote
the revolutionary pamphlet "Common
Sense" - was born in England.
In 1949, Britain granted de facto
recognition to the new state of Israel.
In 1963, the French vetoed Britain's
request for entrance into the European
Common Market.
In 1972, an FBI agent at New York's
Kennedy Airport shot and killed the
hijacker of a )et en route from Los
Angeles.
Ten years ago, Syrian jets roared
over the Israeli port of Haifa, shattering windows with sonic booms. It
was the first such raid in three years.
Five years ago, Egyttian President
Anwar Sadat concluded a three-day
visit to France, announcing Cairo's
purchase of Mirage jet fighters.
Last year, President Carter commuted Patricia Hearst's seven-year
bank robbery sentence after she had
Served 72 months.
Today's birthdays: Victor Mature Is
64. John Forsythe is 62
Thought for today: Words are the
most powerful drug used by mankind.
- Rudyard Kipling (1965-1936j
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• good

• Strong Industrial Base
• Lucrative Nisiness Climaie
•• Surrounded by a top-dollar
agricultural industry
• Above average labor market
• Below average unemployment
• Fine educational community
• Delsirable hospital facilities
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Our Nation...
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We're Proud of our
Businesses and Industries
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HERITAGE
We're Proud of
our Town...
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Obedience Training ,
Bulldogs, Bull Terrier '
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files 94 East

Charlie & Barbara Snyder
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810 Sycamore
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Lady Tigers Rally
From Dismal First

Racers Sign Sixth,
Green Is Honored

By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
After a dismal first quarter,
the Murray High lady Tigers
came from behind to edge the
Mayfield Lady Cardinals 53:

contest as they fell behind the basket and the Cardinals
hosting lady Birds early.
reeled off 12 unanswered
Mayfield took an early'
, two- 'points to take a 14-2 lead.
point lead on two free throws
The Cardinals were aided in
by senior guard- Jan Shelton. their big first quarter by
Murray knotted the score 2-2 several Tiger mistakes. In
on a 20-footer by-Starr Jones. addition to not getting its shots
The Tigers trailed by as But for the. ext five minutes to fall,
Murray also commuch as 12 points early in the the Tigers failed-to find the mitted nine
first period turnovers.
The Tigers ended their
scoring drought late in the
period on a 10-foot jumper by
Tenya Alexander to cut the
Cardinal lead to 14-4.
The game waslooking like it
might turn into a rout at the
start of the second period
when Cathy Morris increased
the Cardinals'lead to 18-6 on a
play that sent Tiger forward
Tonya Alexander to the
lockerroom with a turned
-ankle.
But the Tigers used a solid

LADY TIGER T0/9Y-ALEXANDER (31) passes off during her team's 52-49 win at Mayfield last night.
Alexander was usually on the scoring end of the play as
she led her team with 14 points.

See your copier
serviceman
often? •

offense and defense to turn the
second quarter around.
Gter.daa1dbnflaRDdSe
hit for five and four points
each in the second stanza for
Murray while Starr Jones,
Velvet Jones, Kim Thorpe and
Candy Jackson dropped in two
points each to, enable the
Tigers to optscore Mayfield
19-8 and go into the half
leading 25-24.
"Our girls really picked up
the slack in the second quarter
after Tenya left" Tiger coach
Rick,Fisher commented after
the game."Our bench was
playing well for us and we had
a good team effort."
Alexander returned to the
Tiger lineup after the intermission and paced her
team with a 12,point second
half.
Murray held on to the lead
throughout most of the third
period -before Mayfield went
on a hot shooting streak and
slid back on top- 39-37 at the
close of the quarter.
The Tigers tied the game
early in the in thefouth period
on two free throws by Fox.
Monents later Alexander put
Murray in the lead to stay with
a strong inside move that gave
Murray a 43-41 advantage.
The Tigers never,trailed in
'the game again as they extended their lead to 47-41
midway in the period behind

Murray State has signed its
sixth football recruit for the
1980 season. He is Shedrick
"Earthquake" Blackmon, a 6foot-5,240 pound defensive line
prospect from College of the
Canyons Junior College in
Valenci, Cal.
Blackmon, an All-Western
State Conference selection,
- led Canyon in tackling points
and was selected most
valuable defensive lineman.
He is a former player of the
week and he led his squad in
quarterback sacks this season
with nine.
Blackmon joins Terri,Love,
Anthony Robbins; Kenny
Davis and Paul Littles as the
fifth product of College of the

MURRAY GIRLS COACH RICK FISHER gives instructioh-s.to forward Donna- Rousse (25) In the late
stages of his team's 52-49 win at Mayfield.

Canyons to join the Racer
football team over the past
two seasons.
"He's a big, mobile
defensive .lineman who can
step in next 'season and c
tribute tight away," Mu y
earth Mike Gottfried. "We've
been fortunate . to attract
several quality athletes from
College of the Canyons, and
Shedrick fits in that same
mold."
Blackmon's mobility is
evidenced in his clocking of
4.7 seconds -in the 40-yard
dash.

Murray forward Glen Green
has been named OVC rookie of

the week for his games
against Austin Peay and
Georgia Southern.
In those games, Creel)
scored-24,,ppints,.hitting 14-11f20 field goal attempts. and
grabbed 26 rebounds.
Green joins two-time pick
Mont Sleets as Murray
selections for rookie of the
week.
,
The Kenlake Tennis Center
will host the first ()VC Indoor
Tournament Fehrupp-Ii7t0,
Each school will send its top
two singles players and its top
doubles team for the three-da
competition.
Spectator seating will be
provided.
•

Purcell To Go At Roscoe,
Doesn't Fear Big Sere

"I can't fear it or I wouldn't never lobbed. I kept closing in
Afterdefeating
Jay
on the net,and just dropped it
Lapidus, regarded by many as be out there.
Murray on the boards with 11
"I'm just going to try to put over.
the top collegiate player in the
rebounds.
"I kept him on the defense."'
country, in the final of the on a good show. I want to give
The Cardinals had three Prince
I.T.C.A. Inter- the people their money's
girls in double figures. Jan
collegiate Indoor Singles worth.
Tickets-are still remaining_
Shelton recorded a game-high. Tennis
"I am going to come at him. at Dennison-Hut and at the
Championship in
18 points for the Birds while Houston,
Murray native Mel Lapidus was like Tanner — a Kklake -Tennis Center at $2
Denise Elliott added 16 and
Purcell will play Roscoe big left-hander.
for Students and $4 for adults.
Cathy Morris hit for 10.
"Big players don't feel They will an extra .50 apiece
Tanner, the fourth-ranked
The win ran Murray's tennis
player in the world, comfortable at the net. He at the door in Clarksville.
season record to 11-4. The tonight
at 7:00 in an exhibition
Tigers travel 'to Clinton at Austin
Peay University.
Thursday night to. take On
Purcell, the no. 1 player at
Hickman County.
the University of Tennessee
Murray
6 19 12 15 52 after transferring from
16 8 15 10 49 Memphis State, views the
Mayfield
match as an opportunity to lay
Murray (52) — Alexander some groundwork for when he
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
"They replied and tated
14, Fox 9, S. Jones 8,Thorpe 8, turns
professional--this The National Collegiate that they would make such a
Rousse 4,Jackson 4, V. Jones. summer.
Athletic Association has been review," Miller said.
Mayfield 149) — Shelton 18,
"It's just a stop in between asked by the University of
;His remarks came after
Denise Elliott 16, Morris 10, college tournaments," Purcell Louisville
to look into Norbert W. Blume,
chairman.
`Chappell 5.
said yesterday. "It's'just a allegations of violations by
of the Board of trustees',fourchance to get some com- Louisville's football program.
nian athletic ' committee,
petition before I turn pro this
"On Jan. 4, I sent a letter to reported on-'the
codnmittee's
mummer.
the
NCAA's
assistant 11-week investigation.
:"If you beat him, I have executive director for en,
The committee's report said
everything to gain. I -have • forcernent (William Hunt)
-s
requesting that they review it was unable to document
the final score would indicate, nothing to lose.
"It's big," he said, referring the case — all the facts as I possible eligibility violations
with the Tigers staying within
four points until the final two to Tanner's renowned serve. received them," Louisville -eited in articles published
minutes when some late Tiger "He's inconsistent with it President Dr. James G. Miller ' Nov. 5 by The-- Courierturnovers enabled Mayfield to some matches and consistent told a -meeting of the school's Journal, the day the committee first filet.
trustees Monday.
extend its lead in the closing with it in others.
seconds.
Photos By Gary Garth

strong work on the boards by
Fox and Thorpe and good
playmaking by Jackson.
Mayfield closed the gap late in
the game,. but strong defensive rebounding from the
Tigers helped secure' the
victory.
"It was 'a great defensive
win for us" Fisher said, noting
his team's strong work on the
boards. "Everyone played
good ball and I thought we
showed a lot of poise coming
back the way we did."
"Our club has a lot of depth"
Fisher added, commenting on
the Tiger-bench-strength."We
'can go as far as we want top."
Alexander led the :Tigers
With 14 points while Thorpe led

Louisville Requests
NCAA Investigation

Murray Freshman Held
Off By Mayfield,49-38
In the contest that pitted the
Murray High freshman boys
against Mayfield, the hosting
Cardinals held off a scrappy
Tiger squad to win 49-38.
The game was ."--closer that

Hall Takes Blame For UK Loss

lead with Kentucky, Alabama
By CHARLES WOLFE
be mounted inside against • behind Kentucky's defenders
Cowan and 10 from reserve
and Tennessee at 7-3. The 1SU's taller front lie.
Associated Press Writer
' for four layups in the- second
guard
'Jay Shidler, whose 22IEXINGTON,„(y. (AP) — Crimson Tide and Volunteers
"We played our beet ball all half.
looter with- 7:19 remaining
Kentneky Coach Joe Hall said were idle Monday. ..year long." Brown said_,"T_he.
St
:-ales led all scorers with-21 _ _ brought Kentucky within 47The Tigers. looked like the game plan -was not to press
he was "totally responsible"
for his basketball team's 6540 team to beat, but Coach Dale Kentucky, but to play them points and Brown said, "I 44. But the Wildcats turned the
ball over on their next
think this was the best game
homecourt loss to-10th-ranked Brown said, "I don't have any with a straight 2-3 zone.
We
possession and got no closet.
Louisiana State.
prediction on the SEC race. I played no man-to-man and he has ever had in his career,
He played
"The turning point was
our .system to
"I've either pressured the jb_s_tLhink it has to be the best - - pressed only one time.
tos___when we cut it to three points
perfection.
He
players or.I.just haverytkee_n conference in the count
sacrificed
"We knew rebo
s w
b t dn't
41:1-bad.:9gfske44natio give their) llie 'eb)g- 'ierrealniiirires
sion
#464
-ifr_,_1;,
-4*
-;:....1fr,-r:
.
a go
---steTvs PateriCt
e
fidence it takes. to win down (win) certainli doesn't mean job there. Another thing °° down game."
we
good
shot,"
Hall
said.
"I
--...
the -stretch," Hall said we've won the SEC,"
had to do was control the ' Also earning Brown's praise thought that busted us. If we
Monday night. "We're just
But 1SU-took a Step in that tempo. We felt we could pull were diminuitive guard Ethan
had held the ball, put the
playing like a very poorly direction by virtue of a 24 Kentucky out of its zone
Me
arla
tin
n,
e fw
or
ho breezed through pressure back on ISU, worked
and th
coached ball- club and I'll - -zone defense that proved fatal we had confidence that
five baskets in five for a good shot and cut it 41 one
we
admit it." for the cold-shooting WildcaCs. could hold the ball."— .
•
*
attempts,' and freshman ( point ), then I think we would
I SU's victory threw the Stalling guards Kyle Macy
The strategy Was well- sensation Howard Carter, who have had a ballgame. But .
Southeastern Conference race and Dirk Minniefield had six founded. yhe Tigers killed the hit his fihtfive shots.
.
with that turnover and 1SU's
into a four-way dogfight.-The and four points, respectively, clock in large chunks and ,Kentucky
..
, meanwhile, got following basket, that was the
Tigers now are tied for the and no consistent attack could DeWayne Scales sneaked 17 points from forward Fr
Fred game."

'',:iietrii;irigiiiinviet

Maybe it's nine to see the new
—and very reliable—A 8 Dick
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most .
wanted features ofmachines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make It" x trcopies. copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper in,
cludrng overhead transparencies and labels
Call uS today
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Captain- D's

Buy One,Get One Free

Aaron Snubs Kuhn At Baseball Brunch

supposed to undergo a healing outfielder said. "But nobtrd
businessman, head of his own
Decade"(715th home run), he
process with the admittance of asked me.
marketing company, 1.u-Wan
failed to appear but instead
Brock and Aaron are not Enterprises, owner of St.
— The Jackie Robinson 33 years ago
sent a caustic wire criticizing
were still fester and burn in major alone in their outspoken 1,ouis sports and flower shops
Kuhn in particular. and
league baseball.
criticism of baseball's failure and an officer in a new cable
baseball in general.
This unpleasant state was. to find top :echelon ad- TV venture.
_
"I -feel I- cannot support- this
further dramatized on two ministrative
for
posts
Aaron is one of the few
activity," Aaron said. •
separate and unrelated fronts deserving black players once
"When the black athlete is
here Monday.
.
'
they have finished their blacks to wind up_in the front
through playing, thats it,"
At a brunchhonoring the top playing careers. Even more office. He is vice president in
Brock added. -He cant move
baseball players of the vituperative has been Frank charge Of pIUyer personnel for
into the mainstrelim.
decade, Hank Aaron, the Robinson, the certain Hall of the Atlanta BraVes but
probably could have been a
greatest home run hitter of all Earner who had a brief career maintains that baseball has
token but • fortunately I had
.time, snubbed Commissioner as manager of the Cleveland not fulfilled its obligations.
freedom of choice!'
Bowie Kuhn for what he said Indians.
Scheduled to be honored by
was baseball's continued lack
If- ever an athlete were
Magazine for
"I don't owe baseball
of recognition of black chiseled for an administrative Baseball
producing
anything,"
game's
he said. "It owes,
the
players.
role, it is Brock — highly in- "Greatest Moment ef the
me nothing."
Across town, at the United telligent, articulateise_nsinve
Nations,. Lou„ Brock,. the. and-with ell the social graces-record-setting base stealer for lie radiates class.
the St. 1.ouis Cardinals,
"At the end I might have
MANN CARLISLE, Namers Jackie Woutiierferil, Reseriatieaist
donated a $3,000 check in been able to stay in baseball in
Outside Wee Caasettars: Mom S. Maker, Norte& mi. New
launching a drive to aid: the. some capacity but I already
7S3-GOGO(4646)
711 Aide St., Warty
starving-children of Cambodia had moved in other- direr.
OPEN 1 Ahl TO S PM MON.THOM FRI.
and, in an informal interview lions:" he said. He retired at
We Write Air Tkitets For Al Airline Will. You Wait ocis
afterward, agreed with Aaron the end of the 1980 season after
the.bar ingenaitivitY -(ILLIA4e
ass-Strish mapts during
the game.
which he 'collected 3,023 hits
` "I would have liked to and stole 938 bases, eclipsing
Heger Wie Same Credit Cords
remain in baseball — I had the record of the.immortal Ty
Airfines Del Sech As...
esseseass
given it so many of my best Cobb.
NOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAl CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE 1111111
years," the 40-year-old retired
He
successful
is , a
•

By W1LI.GRIMSLEY

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247 5912

$6995

AP Special Correspondent

NEW YORK (AN
racial scars which

CLASS RING
- BY R.JOHNS
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Murray
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Mann Has Found New Lease
ThisYear Mier Suspension
B)Dennis Pollitte

Murray State this year, while
pulling doii 5.8 rebounds a
contest. On a team that is
ranked No. 1 in the Ohio
Valle
Conference
in
rebounding with 42,6 per
game, he is the third best
Racer in that category.
Mann's biggest scoring
output so far this year came
against Missouri-St. Louis,
when he poured in:12 points.
He also hit la points in games
against Rocisevelt a,nd Middle
Tennessee.
His . most
productive night on the boards
came against Morehead State,
when he .pulled down .,12'
rebounds.
Greene. said he is pleased .
with the play of his big
pivotman this year. "He is
doing a better job," said the
Murray State coach -AM
we've asked him to do is play
with consisteneey. You're
looking for a good performance night in and night
out.. What hurts Allen is his
lass of concentration. You just
tr..Lto remind him constantly
in practice when he makes a.
mental error."

%1St' Sports Information
Allen Maim, Murray. State's
4-foot4 210-pound senior
center, has a ilea lease on life
these days.
After transferring from
-Oakland Community College
.in Farmington, Mich., the
- muscular Detroit native.
quickly won a starting spot on
Coach Ron • Greene's Racer
Squad last year.
Then the roof fell in for
Mann. He was suspended from
the Murray State squad for
disciplinary reasons midway
. through thk:season after the
Nate game in the Poinsettia
:Classic._
didift want to leave
school," said ,Mann of the
incident,"I just wanted to quit
about basketball fora
while."
.
•
Six games later. Greene
decided to reinstate Mann to
the Racer team, and the
former All-State product from
Southeastern .High School has
been making up for lost time
ever since.
In Murray State's final
three contests of 1978-79, Mann
pouredin 14, 15 and zu points —ThrIcat.7•- coach said the
for the Racers. He ended up decision to suspend Mann last
with a 7.4 scoring average.
' season was a rough one. "You
while ranking- third on the have -tp be fair, firm and
team in rebounding with a 4.3 ' consistent to have a good
mark.
basketball team," - said
This year things have been Greene. "That's the key to
going a lot smoother for Mann having
discipline.
It's
and Murray State. The something I try to work at:I
Racers„ who finished 4-22 last ask those questions before! do
year, currently own a fine 13-5 anything. It's never easy and
overall record this season.
is usually the last recourse."
Mann is starting and
The Murray State coach
averaging 5.4 points for said Mannls strength is his

Jr'

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA
Standings

. 01111
11101-"CmliK-

Edges Stanford in 18-16 Slowdown

,
Ik\ 04
'

Senior Provides Inside
Strength Around Basket

,
- IN,

•
"41,1t

biggest asset as a basketball
_ _
player.
"I think physically it would
have to be- his build," said
Greene. "He's also an above
average jumper and his
timing is pretty good."
Because of - his weight-lifter's- physic*, the Racer
coaching staff wants Mann
stationed around the basket at
all times on offense.
-enach-es
- --Week on
'Allen's inside moves every
day," said Greene. "He has
worked pretty hard in that
area, and our coaches have
done a goodjob. We want hirn
around the hoop,'powering' it
up,'boarding'and blocking off
their center.:'

.,- ,4441111•11001
.1 can play inside or outQe-7-1-Thifik-Tm quicker than
most people my size. Size
doesn't have anything to do
Alai playing center. The only
‘‘.iy I can get beat is when
people lob the ball over me
can't reach it."
and!
.
_
- It's not how tall you are,"
ocided GreVne, -it's how big
u play. Gary Hooker, Glen
i-;-reen, and :MBLIO, give usa
erj good inside game.
1 eading the OVC in rebounding - that's a credit to those
ayS."

College Basketball Scores
Monday 's College Basketball scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
AlearaSt. 75, Callliblki
Arrny 60, Rochester 52
Bucknell 66, Colgate 63
George Washington 102, American 91
LaSalle 78, Delaware 59
Manhattanville 74. Ramapo 69
Northeastern 73, New Hampshire 63
Penn St 71, Richmond 61
Pittsburgh 56.St Francis, Pa 51
Rhode Island U.Robert Morris 68
St_ Boruiventure 0,Seim Hall SO
Si- John's, N Y 87, Niagara 63
Stonelull U,7.1ruv of Hartford 79
Wagner 87, Southampton 68
SOL'TH
Ala -Birtiungham 64, N.C.-Charlotte 76
Alabama Si 76, Auburn-Montgoinery

By The Associated Pleat
Easters t calereace
Atlantic ta,Laws
L
Pet
GB
Boston
37 id
740
Philadelphia
36 14
730
1
New Yuri
a II
481 13
Wastungton13 TI
449 14i5
New Jersey
423 141
t ravel Oblides
Atlanta
an
566
San Antonio
an
528
2
Houston
2929
500
3"
Indiana
25 16
410
(leveland
V 31
4.15
Dewed
14 33
US 15S
esters Cealersec,
Midwest Dhisise
51
Kansas City
33 22
600
Albany St. 82, Morehouse 81
Milwaukee
26 Z
519
44
'
Augusta 94,Georgia Southern 72
Chicago
it 13
.353 11- Centenary 78,-5E Louisiana SO
Denver
18 15
360 14
E. Tennessee 82,Tenn Chattanooga 69
Utah
17 37
315 154
Louisiana St.65,Kentucky GO
Partite Divisive
N.Alabama 85, Alabama Ait151 52
Seattle
37 15
712
N Carolina MIT 71, George Mason 72
Lee Angeles
.37 16
OM
NC.-Wilmington 72,S. Carolina St.63
Phoenix "
34 18
554
3
S.
Alabama 81,S. Fiend& 72
San Diego
V 29
412 12,
Southern U. 77, JVLson Si. 72
Portland
23 28
472 124
Tulane
69,Cinci,
Golden Slate
15 37
318 29
VIC 72, Citadel 71
„Mooday'a Games
Virginia Tech",Ohio WC
New York 107 Golden State 103
Voorhees SO, Winthrop 75 Utah 107. Ptillardelphia 101
W Carolina 75, Davidson 53
Tuesday's Games
W Virguua 79, Morehead St 68
Washington at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Cleveland
MIDWEST
- Golden State at Detroit
Bowling Green
Rent&.dd -Houston at Indiana
Bradley 84, W.Texas St. 79
Beaton at Chicago
DePatd $4, Creighton 73
Kansas City at Denver
Detroit 95, Xavier,Ohio 79
Phoenix at San Diego
Eastern Ky 95, Maine $7
Milwaukee at Portland
Illinois St. 68, NE Louisiana 65
- Wedaesday's Games
Louisiana St.45, Kentucky 68
Cleveland at Boston
.
Louisiana
Tech 74,SW Louisiana 70
Detroit at Philadelphia
NW Miasoun 71, Lincoln55
Indiana at Washington
Oral Roberts 92,Chia City 72
San Aitonto at Houston
St. Louis 100, Butler 79
New Jersey at Utah
SW Missouri TI,SE Missouri 65
Denver at Phoenix
Valley City St. 91, Dickinson St SS
Kansas City at Seattle

Mann is not the only
member of his family who is
t,:lented with a basketball. His
older brother, Cyrus, was a
RITP2tICP Miry State brim hiLli school
AII-American nick
a true center, Mann-Usually before earning a 'schoalrship
firgls himself looking op at the at Illinois State.
.1.1.1 Pr a fine irechman
man ho is Miiardia.
stance, a game at Western season. 'Cyrus Mann entered
Kentucky University earlier the NBA hardship -draft and
this month found him gaur- %%as picked by the Boston
ding 6-912 Craig.McCormick Celtics. Although he was cut in
for the Hilltoppers.
the team's training camp, he
"McCormick is the best Is still involved in the sport.
., By The Associated Press
West Virginia's tussle with
center I've played against," ..Crus plays a pro league in
"You. expect it to be rough
Morehead, but Martin was far
said Mann of the Western the Philippines," said Mann of on the"road," siys Morehead
from thrilled. ,
Kentucky center's 15-point, his brother. ."He has been State Coach Wayne Marlin:Mattin. ince
- nred by the
five-rebound performance. • there for tip)or three years." "but this topped it." ,
officiating of Jack Prettyman
"This" was a 79-66 loss,to and Jim- Mwrray, raced onto
West Virginia in a Monday
the floor to protest one play
night college basketball game ever.)as action was continuing.
at Charleston, W.Va. Both
In the process, his folding
teams made '25 field goals, but chair flew into the nearby
West Virginia hit 29 of 40 :it- crowd.
tempts at the foul line, while
"I erupted," Martin said.
Mark Aguirre scored 20 players in double figures with Morehead made 16 of 23.
"I'm „sorry about the chair
"Bodies
points and , grabbed 12 16 points as the Redmen
were
flying - going into the crowd. But I just
rebounds to lead-DePaut over routed Niagara for their 16th everywhere," said West
had in the back of my mind
.
ath Gale Catlett.
Creighton. the 18th straight straight victory. The game Virginia Co
what - Jeff Riley's gone
victory, for the nation's only wAs the second of a double- "I really . enjoy this kind of
through."
'unbeaten. major college header at the Memorial game. It was great fun to
Martin became upset when
Auditorium
basketball team.
Riley, a 6-foot-7 sophomore
in . Buffalo, •watch."
"It was a major hurdle, but ollowing Alcorn State's 75-70. -' In the other major .College forward, fell to the floor after
game involving -a Kentucky
it wasn't a good 40 minutes of deciaionover Canistus.
being run over by West
basketball," , said DePaul
Elsewhere, • Antoine . Carr school, James Tillman scorOM •Virsmia fresh/Tian Russel
Coach Ray Meyer after the scored 22 points to lead- 33 points to lead Eastern
Todd. Martin said Riley was
road victory..
Wichita State over Drake 83- Kentucky to a 95-87 victory . just .returning to action after
suffering a detached retina
70, Alabama-Birmingham over Maine-:
The nation's No.1 team led stopped.
Catlett may have enjoyed
earlier in the season.
' North Carolinaonly by 32-30 at the half.
Charlotte 84-76 as Keith
-I told my players at in- McCord
scored 24 Points,
termission) that they played
Rudy Woods scored a careervery poorly, very tentative," high 31
points and grabbed 13
Open Till 8:00 P.M.
said Meyer."They didn't pass rebounds to
pace Texas A&M
Mon. Thru, Fri.
well and they didn't move well oferRoust
on 92-79; Clarence
in the first half."
James' 19 points helped
On Aguirre's performance: Talane' beat Cincinnati 69-64
Phone 753-3642
"I told him to rebound .and Mike Young came off the
tonight,so he gets 12: He does bench and_ hit a lipfoot shot..
exactly what you ask of him." with two'seconds left to bring
• Freshman forward David Arkansas .a 71-69 overtime
Russell led five St. John.', victory over Texas Tech.

C-S%oe'

NEW YORK tAP In the only other- NBA game season and we won
on/} 17 minutes - as Utah upset
Alt-homelr'IVEN--New---Yortt---AyS"Mundar- night,
-the- games-that first year With
Sin
Knicks are riding a four- Utah Jazz defeated
the Francisco."
gamme winning streak, Coach Philadelphia 76ers
A record Utah home crowd
107-101.
Red Holzman has a problem.
of 12,293 was on hand to see the
Before the Knicks' latest
Jazz 107, Thers 101
lowly Jan knock off a team
"We need more con- Winning streak, they had
lost
Allchian Dantley scored 30 with one of the best records in
sistency," Holzman said after seven straight. And
before points, Ron Boone had 24 and
the .Knielts edged'the Golden that, they had run
the NBA.
off a five- Terry Furlow,, added 20
Julius Erving paced the
State Warriors 107-103 Mon- game winning string.
eight of them in the final two
Ii 1411 Whits or Yellow WI
day night. It was Holzman's
76ers with 33 points.
Ray Williams scored 10 of
600th regular season triumph his game-total
22 points before
in the National Basketball , the contest was
512 minutes
-Associa.tion,
old and the-Knicks led by 13
"To say we are un- points moments
later. But
predictable is . the un- with 11,2 minutes
remaining in
derstatement of the year," the third
quarter, the
added Knicks'assistant Coach Warriors led
76-70
before eight
Open Doily
Butch Beard. "If I could straight points
allowed the
The Calloway County fresh- scoring in double figures while
10:00-6:00 answer why, I could make a
New Yorkers' to start the man
boys and junior varsity
million dollars. I can't put a closing quarter
the rebounding was led by
with a 78-76 girls took a
Valentin's Day is Fob. 14tb
pair of games. Shanda Crick and Donna
finger on it but I would guess it lead.
from South Marshall last Coles, two players who did not
was the immaturity.
With Se seconds left and the
MICHELSON'
night:
"We have talent but we also Knicles leading
score.
100-98. Joe C. _ The boys
extended thtlr
have immaturity. These kids Meriweather
converted a record to 10-1
rie A • Shopc .
with a 59-40 Calloway Co.. .16 13 1020 50
are fresh out of college and three-point play
and,following victory,
g,
avenging their only So. Marshall 7 6 13 14 40
being thrown into combat. But Phil Smith's
three-point goal, loss of the
season - by a 41-40
when I joined the pros, I was Meriweather
sealed the score to
South Marshall in
nursed along.
Calloway County(59)-Jeff
victory with a slam dunk.
December.
friSCOW 20, Craig Darnell 11,
Rookie center Bill CartCalloway was led in scoring Keith Lovett 11, Bryan Tebwright paced New York with
by forward Jeff Garrison with bitts 5, Jeff Butterworth 4,
••••••••
28 points and Michael Ray 20
points and in rebounding by Rusty McKenzie 4, Rob
•
Richardson added-22.
•
forward Keith Lovett and Anderson 2, Darren Paschall
•
Despite losing for the fifth
center - Bryan Tebbitts with 13
••
2.
straight outing, Golden State
and 12 rebounds, respectively
south Marshall 1401
• _-__ Coach AtAreslaid?
Garriion idded 1-044attne4s-i %yeaver
•
••
Levitt 11,
using
our
injuries
as
a
coRout
•
for the Lakers.
•
•
Thompson 7, Gamble 6,
far our problems."
•
•
As a team, Calloway shot 50 Watson 2, West!.
•
•
Robert Parish, Sonny
•
percent from the field and
•
Parker
and
.
Phil
Smith played
•
•
outrebounded South Mrshall Calloway Ccr
4 3 10 12 39
•
•
with injuries.
Reg- 5.991
.3
Saw $1.19
•
54-36,
Marshall
...
4 6 7 23
8
So.
•
"If
you
play
as
hard as ypu
•
•
The freshmen will play their
Ai You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
•
can and lose,-1'11 be satisfied,"
•
• Tendes,juicy.Sirloin Steak
•
Calloway County (39) •• •.Attics said. "But we made next game at home against
•
•
Pdise,gf fps, 11,ch fete,.
Benton next Monday night.
Overbey 8,- Futrell 6., Barrow
soine-et-4eiai errors in crucial
•
•
A thick slab of Stockade Tnatot
-The.
••
rirsed-thetitreterr
Holm 3,
•
situations.
•
to- 6-4 with a 39-73 win after Herndon 4,,crick 0,Coles0
•
'.'This is probably the worst
•
•
trailing 6-4 at the end of the
•
South Marshall (23) •
year for me as a player and
quality
Our
lump
will
you
couda
hock
first quarter.
•
•
7, Dap. Lassiter 2,
Talbert
coach. Still, I recall playing
!
a\
•
Bel Air Center
The scoring for Calloway Dea. Lassiter 8, Tynes 6, :
with Wilt Chamberlain one
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
was well-balanced with no one geyser 0.
•
•

DIAMOND
EARRINGS

PLATTER

SIRLOIN

"West Virginia was ready to
play ... and it took us a while to
adapt to the style of officiating," Martin said.'
Greg Nance led West
Virginia, 8-9, with 24 points
while
len Napier led
Morehead,10-7, with 14.
Eastern Kentucky trailed
only once"in the game, after
Maine jumped to an early 4-0
.lead. The Colonels took over
from that point, holding a 42-36
edge at halftime.
Rufus Harris led Maine's
scoring efforts with 33 points
while Jim Mercer added 21
and Rick Carlisle had 14.
Tillman was joined in
double figures for Eastern by
Bruce' Jones with 15 and
Tommy Baker and Dave
Bootcheck,each with 14.
Eastern is now 10-7 while
Maine slipped to 8-10.

We licept
Visa I Master Charge
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Calloway Freshman
Sweep So. Marshall

2
.7

----------

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

New York Gives Holzman 600th Victory

SPECIAL 0
SIRLOIN 9

_ The Top Twenty teams In The Aasociated Press college basketball poll, with
ard-phice votes in parentheses, records
and total points Points based an 30-14-14.
17-6-16-14-1/.12-11 -104474-64 -3-2-1 •
17-0
1. DePa ul ,61 )
IMO
2 Oregon.St
ILI
1,144
3. Kentucky
174
10
17.1
4. Syractrie
911
5. Duke
164
OM
Id ChM St
14-3
100
7. Louurville
16-2
it.-Notre Dame
11-1
155
9.67
9. St John's. N Y
17-1
IOC
10 Louisiana St
13-4
AS
11 5 Carolina
12-4
513
12 Maryland
14-3
479
13 Virginia
16-4
03
14 Mimouri
15-3
30
15 Weber St
18-1
347
13-4
16 Clemson
30
17 Purdue
124
236
18 Indians
124
221
19 Brigham Young
15.4
156
30 Kansas State
15-3
95

The Decor Store

Knicks, Jazz Win

3

The AP
Top Twenty

Morehead Finds Trouble
On Road, Loses To WVU

Oregon State Caught With Points Down
By The Associated Press
slowdown was determined by 49-44 Stanford loss to the
The Oregon State basketball the Cardinals' position as
University of San Francisco in
team got caught with its points -last-place team in the
1975. It- was also the lowest
down,. but still managed to iacific-10 Conference" and
scoring total- 16 points by
keep from ggetting em- Oregon's standing as "the
a Stanford team since 1945,
barrassed.
second-best . team in the when it lost to Utah, 53-15 at
4
Facing a pesky Stanford 'nation."
Reno. .
slowdown game, the nation's
"It
was
our
goal
to
have the • The game was tied 12-12 at
second-ranked team only
scored 18 points Monday game come down to.the final intermission. and Dwayne
night. But• Stanford scored two minutes." said DiBiaso. .Allen's layup with about ten
only 16, so it was all right for "Oar strategy was to stay in minutes left proved to be the
the 'delay even .if we were winning points for the
the Beavers.
"I didn't really expect them down by as many as six to Beavers, who went into a stall
to come out with this type of eight_ points:! think this game . of. their own at the end to
game," • said Oregon State is why we should not have a preserve their two-point lead.
clock in college basketball,
Coach Ralph Irller, "but yo
In another of the night's top
it was a low score, but it
play the best way you can to
games, 10thLranked 1.ouisiana
win. If it works; fine. I was was a great game.and it gave
State defeated third-ranked
pleased with our per- a struggling teamm like
Kentucky 65-60 in a battle of
formance. It' was our first Stanford a Chance to beat the
Southeastern Conference
No.2-ranke
d
team."
experience with this...our
powers. Two other Top
defense played well and r . It was the-lowest scoring
Twenty teams were in action
thought we adjusted well."
game in .. Maples, Pavilion and 'both wonwith relative
According to 'Stanford - history. Since Maples opened
ease -- No.1 DePaul-beating
Coach Dick DiBiasci. the at Stanford in . 1969, the
Creighton 84-73 and No.9 St.
previous lowest score was a John's blasting Niagara
87-63.

irginia Tech 78,Ohm U.62
W whits St la, Drake 74
1104/1WWWST
Askaasas7L.TtaaatchlAQT
Arkansas Tech 50,S. Arkansas 48
0171
Baylor 85„.1
.
Lamar 52, Arkansu St. 4/
McNees,St." Tosaa-Aehngton 87, 2
OT
N Tesas 51. 71. Hardin-Simmons 75
Houston Baptist
NW LOU111•1111 St
53
—
Sam Houston St 65,SW Texas St 57
Texas V,Klee 76
Texas Akil 92, Houston 79
LAB WEST
Loyola 92,Gontaga 80
Nevada-Las Vegas 66, Colorado St.42
New Orleans U,No. Colo 59
Oregon St II,Stanford 16
Si Martin's 91, West. Washington 04

Latex Flat Well $8.75
Quick & Easy $7.35
Prof. Latex Formal $5.40

;-Y-a•

Preposted,Stripoble-Wallpaper
$8.00 Per Double Roll
$9.00 Per Double Roll

Stock Paper

Per Cent Off All Special Order Book's
New Shipment

Chairs

OVER
200 BOOKS

Unfinished Ladder Back Chairs

$24.95

24" Bar Stools

24" Bar Stools with Back
Swivel Chairs Wicker Chair
Custom Made
Spreads

$21.95

$3395

Woven Wood Shades

1" Mini Blinds
Shutters-In Stock
20 Per Cent Off

20%
•

window fashiOns
•

6N THE

,HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
From time to time, an architect's house design calls for
covering one or more sides of
the structure with earth.
This technique, known as berming, is an energy-saving
measure, since the soil provides excellent extra insulation
to cut down on heating and
cooling costs. In most types of
berming, the house is built at
or close to grade level.
When the entire building is
below the original grade, this
process is called chambering. A
chambered house, therefore, is
what ia loosely referred to as
an underground house, although
there are several varieties of
-subsurface dwellings.
Underground houses we as
old as time, often fashioned in
response to a hostile environment. People are not breaking
down doors to negotiate with
builders for underground housing, but there is a very definite
new interest in subterranean
residences— All sorts of books
on the subject are reaching the

144
911
904
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110
1111
$43
513
470
410
341.
$17
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[sing a Limit-tier on a ligh t
5114C Ofielectrienv. unless
you hair a %er)„ old %isle
dimmer. It's true that dimmers once sased little or no

Ln these days of modest-sized
i00,000 dwellings. But consider
also that it took 1,000 hours of
work, including about 450 hours
if uloside help, some of it paid
and some volunteered.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable assistance in
taking care of house problems
.n Andy Lang's handbook,
Practical Home Repairs,"
irractrcarrbe-obtained by sending $1.50 to this newspaper at
Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)

•

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
Planting seeds can be as easy
as squeezing toothpaste out of a
tube With a new fluid form, the
latest in efforts to make sowing
simpler for home gardeners.
This follows other umovations
such as tapes, on which seeds
have been pr-.--,atiad, and pellets, where seeds have'been
coated to facilitate handling.
For the coming season, kits•
are available in garden centers
and through seed catalogs. The
kit provides an adaptation of
the professional method of seed
starting known as fluid drilling.
Pregerminated seed is placed
in a gel suspension, which is
put into a plastic squeeze
bottle, then planted in prepared
71:111/S.
"Germination of difficult seed
becomes reliable and measurable," we are informed. "The
percentage of seed germinated
is visible when seeds sprout in
the specialized sprouting chambers. The gardener then can
sow the sprouted.seed, already
aware of how much plant material to expect.
•
The gel suspension of seeds
offers opportunities for more
precise planting per row. This
further reduces the need to thin
sqedlings. Thinning is often a
chore either not completed, or
done in a way that damages
the delicate emerging plants."
Many seeds need waritith for
germination, while sprouted
seeds ran be planted in- -cooler
soils. The presprouted seed, in
gel suspension. can be sown in
- the garden weeks ahead of seed
planted by the traditional method outdoors.
One kit,- named Easy Grow
Seeding Kit t$5. .from Carefree Garden Products), includes gel for 200 feet of garden
rows, four sprouting chambers
for germination of multiple
Varieties, a squeeze bottle with
two nozzles. adaptable for a
wide range of-seed-stLand a
thermometer useful for germination temperature control.
The gel will dissipate in the
soil. With better Spacing, there
is less thinning and thus elimination of much transplanting
shock.

Offering a system developed
by the National Vegetable Institute, England, Thompson &
Morgan Seed Co. reported that
Dr. David Gray, wrote in the
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society:
"With all vegetables so far tested, fluid sowing of pregerminated seeds gives higher
and more predictable emergence than from dry seeds.
With crops such as salad onions, parsnips, carrots and
parsley, fluid sowing can give
up to 2 to 3 weeks earlier emergence than traditional sowing
methods." Other examples are
lettuce and celery.
Pre-germinatton light also
can be controlled indoors.
Carefree's address is P.O.
Box 343, West,Chicago, Ill.
60185.
Thompson & Morgan, Farmingdale, N.J. 07727.
Garden Books
.'Tub Farming," by Mary
Johnson !Garden Way $5.95),
who says you can have a garden in a bushel basket on a
porch or in clay pots in The
apartment living room. Follow
the sun — indoors or out — in
summer or in winter, she advises, describing how to do it
with proper light, water and
temperature.
Westcott's Plant Disease
Handbook, revised by R. Kenneth Horst, Cornell plant pathologist ($32.50, Van Nostrand
Reinhold). This fourth edition
of the authoritative -jai& provides the latest diagnostic and disease-control information for
home and professional gardeners.lt includes data on trees,
shrubs, • vines, flowers and
vegetables likely to be grown in
the home garden. The information is simply classified, easy
to follow.

0*-‘41
CA-‘9 AS

( Any queries about gardening
problems must be accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.)
( For Earl Aronson's "Associated Press Guide to House.
Plants," send Si to House
Plants, AP Newsteatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.)

Here's the Answer Etfi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — About a year ago, you
advised someone about how to
correct a sweating toilet tank. I
didn't pay much attention to it
because I had no such problem
then. Now,for some reason, the
tank sweats considerably.
Could you repeat the advice?
A. — Since quite a few other
persons have asked about the
same problem, this is a reply
to all of them.
A toilet tank sweats because
, it is cold and warm, moist air
has settled on it. This results in

CIISTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•All Types 01 Viloodrork,np
•00.* Clasen Caboye1 lops
•Cobloset MardwarP

753-5940

condensation or sweating. To
prevent the condition, you have
to find a way to keep the tank
from getting cold or to get
some of the moisture out of the
air
One way to do this is to have
a plumber provide a mixing
valve that will allow some
warm water into the tank.
Then, when the warm, moist
air settles on the warm tank,
condensation will not occur.
Mother way is to line the inside of the tank with a special
material made especially for
that purpose. Most hardware
stores, lumber yards, buildingsupply dealers and similar establishments carry this material. To install it, the inside of
the tank must be drained,
sponged and kept dry until the
adhesive has hardened.
A third method is to cover
the outside of the tank with fabric. Any place that sells bathroom materials sells this type,
of cover. Some provision must
also be made to cover other
parts of the toilet equipment
that tend to get cold to the
touch. While this fabric provides a decorative appearance,
it sometimes interferes with
easy operation of the seat cover.
-Z:C041e..., male of tbese steps _
is necessary if the warm, moist
air in the bathroom is permitted to escape via an exhaust
fan or open window or is
trapped in a dehumidifier.

Twin,Full, Queen,Each Pc.
Full size features 312 coils, 13 gauge lbonnell innerspring with 3/8"polyfoam topper; 63 coil, 101
/
2gauge
box spring. Other sizes comparable. ,

$6995
FULL SIZE

as silicon control recliners.
the solid-state dimmers a.wk
ht knocking down the %ohaps so that little. it anv
electricit% is drawn hev oral
that needed for theIi store

PAINTING

Last Stop — The Basement
_The,last.stop on the ener,0-efficiency chect up tour
is the basement,an areadhat
wastes more of your home's
energy than you think.
To stop energy waste
through unfinished basement
walls.insulate them by applyingfurringstrips to the-wafts
and installing a minimum of
'41 in.(R-31 of Fiberglas insulation 131/2 in. 1R-1 I lin severe
cliMatesi.

TWIN SIZE

crIerg because i hes worked
on a resistance principle. hut
the flea a did-state dimmers
Oa'MM..
s.4.1 to 11.411e,
Cr'. are close to MO pervent
efficient. FL-chi-m.41h knov.n

Residentiol-Commercial—Interior-Exterior— Sproy-Brush-Roll
In Shop Spro-ying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Eic.

DESIGNED TO KEEP HEAT IN AND COLD OUT in
- winter—and the reverse in summer—Otis one-story passive
solar energy house makes the most of the sun and provides
fuel savings. The key to the passive system is a south-facing
solarium, glowing with natural light. All rooms; but two'
bedrooms, are oriented to maximize collection of the sun's
energy by direct heat gain through large glazed openings.
Plan II A 1 136K has 1.816 square feet. For more information
write—enclosing a starnpm
enve ope—to architect Charles Koty. 27 Barry Park Court. Searingtown,
N.Y.1 1507.

IX
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after
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k over
a 42-36

market every month. Mid columns such as this are getting
increasing queries about this
type of home.
Jaki and Robert Rey built a
habitation of this sort in the
Adirondack Mountains and live
in it. He discusses it at length
in his book, "Underground
Houses," (Sterling Publishing
pointing out that the three main
considerations in thA_ construction were strength, wiarproof ness and livability.
Strength because of the extra
heavy roof load, waterproofness
for obvious reasons, and livability as enough light and yen-.
tilation to guarantee a nonclaustrophobic atmosphere.
Some of the data is too detailed and technical for casual
reading, but likely to be of
great value to those who want
to take „part in the actual construction. For the latter, it
must be mentioned that building an underground house is
tough, tedious and likely to occupy more time than expected.
The 910-square-foot, energyefficient house cost the Roys
$7,410.57, a very small amount

Saving Energy With Solid- State Dimmers

Parking Lot Marking
- We Are Fully Insured
NaJohlonlarge or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES
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In Sharp Contrast To Last Year's Session

Legislators Act Cautiously On Finances
An AP Analysis
residential utilities and in a than ever
Sen. Mike Moloney,
By MARIA BRADEN
ceiling on local tax revenue
Lexington, chairman of the
Associated Press Writer
growth.
FRANKFORT, Ky.. 1AP)It's been estimated that the Senate panel, has taken
In sharp coutrast to lastfear's sales tax measure alone cost e-aenita tythesame positron.
The executive budget is not
special session, Kentucky the state at least $50 nfiflion in
expected tube ready until late
moving lost tax revenue each year.
legislators are
cautiously on bills dealing
This year, the Senate and next month, but in an unwith the state's finances.
House Appropriations and precedented move, Gov. John
No one is quite sure just how Revenue committees have Y. Brown Jr. has asked Clarke
much of a hole the state is in, consistently refused to ap- and Moloney to work with his
but there's no disagreement prove
tax-related budget staff in readying the
any
tight
over
that money will be
legislation • or bills with a document.
Brown is well aware of the
the next two years.
potential financial impact
As a result, no bills have before seeing what the state's state's bleak financial condition, and wants. the
reached the floor of either total financial picture is.
to share the burden
legislature
chamber thata.-promise tax
Rep. 'Joe Clarke, Dreductions or That have
Danville, chairman of the of finding solutions.
Short of an unexpected
propriations attached. •
- iliouse committee, said it has
This session's acute case of always been his policy to hold windfall from an unknown
fiscal caution contrasts with appropriations or tax-cutting source, the only two remedies
the dominant tax-cutting measures until the legislature appear to be to cut state
mood of the 1979 special receives
proposed programs or to raise taies or
the
session, which resulted in executive budget. Buthe said
removal of the sales tax on this ear it is more important

'CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROM
1 Kind'df latch
• 5 Store.
9 Male sheep
12 MAR'S name
13 River duck
14 Beverage
15 Explosive
17 Sun god
18 Edible seed
19 Want
21- Water nymph
. 23 Goes before
symbol
28 Memorial
pole
, 29 Dance step
34 Ethiopian
%. title
34,Part Of "to
Ike"
35 Chooses
38 Scale note
39 Cut

fees.
propriates money, we ought to
The geneially cautious know where we are," said
mood
legislative
was Senate Majority leader John
illustrated last week when Berry, D-New Castle.
.0 • lUf
kb* Senate - Fesittes - -proceeding Appropriations
conunittee cautiously on fiscal issues,
were faced with A measure both House and Senate have
difficult for any lawmaker to taken steps to increase
oppose. It would establish a leg slative control over
statewide discount program government spending.
for elderly Kentuckians.
For example,the Senate has
The catch was that it ap- asked Congress' to enact a
propriated 6280,000 to set up constitutional amendment to
the program over a three-year require a balanced federal
period.
budget.
The committee decided to
And House committees have
pass over the bill until itcould
determine whether such a approved bills to increase
program could be im- legislative control over the
plemented without additional state's bonded indebtedness
alai to give the legislature
funds.
."Refore we pass a bill out of greater authority over state
this committee that ap- personal service contracts.
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1
Murray Middle School Youth Advisory Council members are seated, left to right, Denise
Randolph, Wendy Parker, Richard Jones, Jimmy Kelly, Joey Rexroat, Roger Dunn. Standing, Diana Ridley, Greer Houston, Charts Walston and Chuck Baker
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I EITCHFIELD, K. AP)
- Tri-State Bus Lines of
Paducah and one of its drivers
have pleaded innocent to
charges' arising from a fatal
accident last November.
• Representing the company
in coat Mouday vias its
president.. Billy Joe Carroll.
The- --tliti•vecli -Thomas•
Johnson of Mayfield, was
released on an unsecured bond
of 410,000. said Commonwealth's Attorney Alec
Stone..
He said a pre-trial conference was set for March 7 in
Grays& Circuit Court.
Tri-State and Johnson were
indicted earlier this month on
charges stemming from a bus
crash Nov. 19, 1979. in which
three people died and three
othet, Were ifijured. The 'vehicle ran off U.S. 62 about
four miles east of Caneyville,
struck a tree and broke in half.
Tri-State-was charged with
three counts of second-degree
manslaughter and three
counts'of first-degree 'wanton
endangerment. Johnson, who
was driving the vehicle, was
charged with three counts of
reckless homicide and thiee
counts Of first-degree wanton
endangerment.
-The company and Johnson

failed... to appear at their
scheduled arraignment last
Wednesday, and a deputy
court clerk attributed this to.a
••kind of misunderstanding."
The clerk's office had
depended on. the Grayson
County sheriff's office to
notify Tri-State and Johnson.

Tri-State and, therefore, no
other attempts were made at
notification.
Carroll, brother of former
Gov. Julian Carroll, said
neither he nor anyone else
connecteci-'ivith
.
the firm was
notthed‘ of Abe _first arraign-

who' handled the investigation
of the accident, said he talked
to a person from Paducah who
was in Leitchfield...
Niarrillia said that person
told him that he would notify

reason the indictments were
issued was the condition of
three rear tires..on the bus
involved in the accident. The
deputy said all three tires had
Eibrie showing.

Settlements Of Unborns
Will Be Decided Later
COVINGTON, Ky. 1AP) U.S. Dist? tie Carl Rubin
says that cash settlements in
behalf of unborn infants killed
the May 28, ,1977, Beverly
Hills Stipp* Club fire would
be determined at a later time.
The trustee,.has indicated
that . there are, to his.
knowledge,two unborn infants
among those killed . in the
Beverly-HiTls
and1hat6
e
representative of dne suet),
unborn Child has applied for,
partial distribution in accordance with procedures

PEANUTS

(` IT 15 ONE
klAT
NEW 15 OF THE MAXIMS
A 600D OF THE CIVIL
ATTORNEY LAW THAT
DEFINITIONS
ARE HAZARROU5

THE CELINE
15 LEAKIN6
A6A1N,51R

HELLO, SLUGGO--WHAT DO YOU
SU6GEST...I
SHOULD ORDER
--TOpocitY ? -

5NOOFN!
AFTER I \
YOU'LL TARE FiND OUT
MY CASE? WHAT THAT
MEANS.

previously established by the
court," said Rubin iii an order
released Monday.
-The court is mindful that
some award will, no doubt, be
made to unborn,children but
reserves until a later time any
matter the court may be
required to pass upon as to
how a determination as to the
. amount shall be made.-11-iibifi said Nis paTtial
distribution order of last
October, approving payment
of about$3 million of the some
$15 million received in out ofcourt settlements, did not
to
include
payments
representatives of unborn
children.
_
That order approved partial
payment, however, to the
representatives of 165 people
who died and about 50.who
were injured in the blaze.
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Murray High School Youth Advisory Council members include - seated, left to right,
Karlista Catlett, Rub Stout, Judy Outland, Tammy Campbell and Michele McGehee. Standing, Mae Umar, Teresa Ford, Rebbie Houston and Todd Mills. Outland and MWs are cochairmen. Absent from-photo were: Mike Clark, Clay Francis, Tim Brown, Lisa Harrison
and John Purdom.

In Murray City Schools

Nutrition Education Started
A network of youth
organizations is springing up
across the country and
Murray is part of the excitement! Faced with a
growing concern over the
nutritional awareness of
American citizens, the federal
governrn-ent has, recently
funds- -fordesignatednutrition ;education
in
public schools. Part d this
effort is the formation of youth
groups to assist in the healthnutrition programs.,
In the'Murray Schools, Mrs,
Glinda Jeffrey, Food Service
Director, serves as advisor to
the Murray chapter of the
Youth Advisory Council to
School Food- Service.•Counciis
exist at both Murray High and

'
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Murray Middle. and one is likes, dislikes, and suffestions
being formed at the grade for. changes•in order to
facilitate planning for the next
school level.
A main task of the councils school year. In addition, the
is to serve as liason with councils will play an iin-•
students through the student portant part in observance of
council organizations. They National Nutrition Week in
are also involved in menu March,
"The councils serve as an
planning for their schools.
Recently, two members of important __ communication
the high school YAC ac- channel for me, in that
companied Mrs. Jeffrey to the I students 'often hesitate to
Regional YAC meeting at voice 'their opinion to adults
Gatlinburg,' Tennessee where but they don't mind talking.
they attended sessions led by with peers. I think students
nutrition specialists from all also have a better understanding of the food serparts of the country.
Projected plans call for vice area as a result of their
school wide food surveys in participation in a program
April to find :out students' like this," saidMes. Jeffrey.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

FOR ..WEDNESDAY,JANUARY30,1980
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accept re investment planning. Let
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patient if., results are not decisions.
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the bidding and defense. In
quickly forthcoming.
CAPRICORN
4752
the bidding, he used StaytDec. 72 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
man'_ in hopes of- finding a
- You can achieve a lot now to
North-South
Vulnerable
(Apr.
20
to
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20)
playable contract (five dia- Dealer West. The bidding
Talks with , children and improve relationship harmonds is on ice). However.
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ones go well; but some mony, but just as you think
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Scrutinize problem arises. Be patient,
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what
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Pass
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West iled the diamond
GEMINI
Opening lead King of diaJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
a
rush
was
in
East
and
king
(May 21 to June 20)
mond;
Work efforts muddled at
to -get his spade ruff Is). He
A time to straighten out first, but things pick up as the
overtook with the ace, fired and takes only two clubs financial-accounts. A parent day progresses. Efficiency
hack a spade.and the queen. and a spade ruff before or advisor has a practical combines with ingenuity to
ace and another spade gave trying a second diamond, suggestion. Avoid excessive produce success.
East what he was looking declarer will -still take a spending on pleasures.
PISCES
for -- East got in his spade maximum of seven tricks.
CANCER
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
also
it
run - Unfortunately.
East's future was des:
Face issues squarely, b"
June 21 to July 22)041
aye East something he tined td arrive soon enough.
Don't emphasize ego in don't be led into a dispute.
wasn't looking fof.
There was little reason for dealings with others. Seek new Romance 'is on your agenda;
With four tricks in. there him to push the timirik-,
entertainment outlets. Serious but don't let your romanticism
*as no longer any way to
talks With loved ones are interfere with work perBid
with
Corn
declarer
more
and
two
take
formance.
appropriate now.
ran off with his doubled
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY have a
,1.29-R
holds
contract. East's hungry dia- South
(July 23 to Aug. 22)a" flair for self-expression, which
mond return was ruffed.
A mood for privacy prevails serves you well in bOth
•K
The ace and queen of
Don't let daydreaming business and the arts. If you
now.
IIAK 10 7 4 2
hearts took care 'of the
cause you to overlook prac- avoid a tendency to scatter
•4
trumps and dummy's two
*76 2
ticalities. Use leisure time your energies and develop
.higIL spades swelled the
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self-discipline, you will go far.
total •to eight ttins.'1WeSt-• NoM1 South
VIRGO
You Can sell both yourself and
.either:.
--not-blameless
was
•.
Sept
to
(Aug.
23
22)
/*II•
your product, though at times
Had he.led -back a low'Spade i.
A time for friendship, but you're inclined to fixed ideas.
instead of cashing the ace,
don't be imposed upon by Still, you will have success in
the defense would have
hearts
ANISWER:
-hangers-on. One friend has a theater, government,
--Tbree.
Lined Much better.)
Non-forcing. but highly invita1
trick one. East does tional. North should bid game-- useful proposal re a .work teaching, law, medicine,
At
' •0.
project. Listen.
advertising, public relations,
better if he plays his lowest with a fair opening and a parLIBRA
and science.-Friends and
' diamond. West will then tial heaii fit
410" •41 fit /
.
;Val ,contacts istattie,h0trlar...
(Sept-2:110 Oct, 22)_
A 4Aw."
gaift:to Aketkiii't lose sight of thernani to. you. Birihirale of Franklin
•
"and an accurate defense'
Send bridge questions to The Ares
issues when little problems D. Roosevelt, U.S. president:
will store three clubs, two PO Roy 1203. Dallas Texas'15225
arise re work. The p.m. brings Vanessa Redgrave, film star:
spades and a ruff and the with sell addresned stamped envelope
solutions and a chance for and Harold Prince, theatrical
diamond king for down 500 • for reply
financial gain.
producer.
Even if the defense slips
'The future arrives
before we expect it. but is
__*cldoin what we expect " -1 mold Glasow

What kind of day 'will
tomorrow be? To find out what.
the stars say, read the
forecast given or your birth
Sign..

7
111
!"4,t
iggernii

BEETLE BAILEY
WELL, WHAT
KIND OF
0
.
Nt4,
ARE YOU
SERVING
TODAY?

OKAY, ZIL. HAVE DOUBLES
Yder7-, SKIP THE
ON THE
VE‘p, AND JUST A LITTLE
OP' THE 404*)Vg

AZI;

t:Soi?

I.

1
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1-1111

PUTIT IN THE
2.,Notice

10. Bus. Opportunity
ExCelitht
opportunity Near University
Includes real estate, business
personal property, and equipment plus inventory For hother information call Mr
Spurlock. Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
Earn 504 for every preaddressed stamped envelope
you stuff and mail. Do 300
earn $150. No set limit. For
details send $1 plus selfaddressed stamped envelope to
Dunn & Downing, P.O. Box
393. Ft. Madison. IA 52627.

22. Musical

43. Real Estate

Inventory sari Baldwin plan'M
and Baldwin organs Also have
used 9 ft concert Grand piano.
used Spinet, console. Baby
Grand and upright pianos Used organs. Lonardo Piano Co
across Post Office. Paris. TN

46.
- Homes For Sale

50. Used Trucks

,53. Services Offered

dew duplex- u'Cufl•StTUCtiOfl.e nearly completed By
builder Call 153-9400
House for sale by owner 106 S
13th St Call 153-O85
Unfurnished five. bedroom
house, central gas heat. ideal
for large family Of several individuals. 753-5791

1978Tord F.150 Loaded watt Carpentry _
service_ Whatever
equipment 753-9400.
BIBLE CALL
your needs old or new quality
_
Living with Illness 759Fp! sale 1975 Ford 34 ton work Call 753-0565
pickup power steering and
4444; Children's Story
Having trouble getting things
brakes $2400 759-1322
759-4445.
done around the home' Plumb
1976 Ford Tandem -Twin Screw mg carpentry rooting' Call
model 880. 2U ft grain bed 753-8950
YOUR SOMEDAY
23. Exterminating
and ,hoist. Call 489-2101 or
Insulation blown in by Sears
Vnest hand oil for old
HOME
489-2308
save on these high heating -and
Can be yours today!
portraits.
47. Motorgcles
1974 Ford Custom 75 000 cooling bills Call Sears 153Beauty, has been capCARTER STUDIO
2310 for free estimates
1977 Kawaski KZ 400. 2500 miles 435-4134
tured in this unique
304 Main 753-8298
miles, excellent condition with 1973 International Travelail Licensed electrician Prompt
contemporary home in
helmet, $900. Call-753-6059
truck. model 1010. 8 cylinder. efficent service Reasonable Canterbury Estates.
automatic transmiswa. air rates. Call Ernest Whitt 151
/MO
The gap has been
19t2 Model 500 -K • - conditioned. radio. heater. 0605
Free Store 759-4600
bridged between beau- _3200 actual Miles like n
Power. clean. Anxious to sell.
1111
14. Want To Buy.
$750. Call 753-5463.
ty and quality with-this
Kelly's Termite
Itt95. Call 753-8050 or 153- Licinsed Electrician and gas in
11111
.111111
architectural masterstallation, heating ioduitation
Good FD model alumni-craft
CHILDREN NOTICE
arEES
-•
& Pest Castro!
II
48. Auto. Services , 6500. • piece. Phone us today
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
boat Call 753-3672.
Everyday beer an Old
Phone 753 39
He has no problem. It's just Warmer out to view this exclusive
AIKNIEUN MOWN
1960 Model School Bus Call
Testament Illde Story. -Wanted .to buy: _Used .mobile
753-8(12,1 or 753-6860 Mobile home anchors and
there than it is in here.listing.
Phone
CARROLL
Kopereterplerent *minim or
homes, 10', 12', and 14' wide 24. Miscellaneous
ISE-4445.
Chestnut-Gen Baptist Church
,•
perud Realty, 753-1222.
TIRE
fiberglass Also patio awnings
Call 527-8322
•
•
BEAT THE
Antique wocid stove. $50 753- 32. Apts. For Rent
SERVICE • 1941 One ten truck. mint con- and carports. single or double
43. Real Estate
15. Articles For Sale
INFLATION
8948 after 5 pm
dition Call 753-3672
Jack Glover. 753-1813 after 6
•
YOUR CAR AND
For sale 289 new rebuilt Firewood. 18 inch. 24 inch, New duplex apartment.- All apCRUNCH
pm.
k
is
Cain51
LIGHT TRUCK
engine. ;300 C-4 automatic Oak and Hickory. 125-00 rick. pliances. central vacuum
- Nice custom built
TIRE DEALER a For salc_lopper for long wheel Painting --Paperhanging. Corntransmission. $50. Call 431- Fancy natural honey $4.50 qt. system, electric heat and air
trailer locatee on 3-'3
-meted -Of residen-fial. Free 1 1 05 POGUE
base truck. $15. 759-1322..
4155
carpeting. 753-2437.
acres just 5 miles east
:Call 489-2327
14
75389
a
52. Boats and Motors estimates. 759-1981.
of Murray. Beaut(kili.•
Large gas tank and pump, also Firewood for sale $20 and up; New duplex, 2 bedroom apart
•BOYD-MAJORS'`i.
WHIM MKINEUN
setting with several
answering service for sale or, delivered. 153-9871 or 767- ment. 753-7853.
Carteret1979 57 •- ft
Griggs
Call 492-8515
outbuildings
and
a
49.
Used Cars
trade Call 474-2355
houseboat. 350-4win engms
'
ESTATE
REAL
4441.
Pointing, Remodeling,
Small apartment for rent, come
block guest house.
Ask For
753-8080_
I
R epoir
1969 Buick Skylark, power crusaders, 75 Kohler generator
Mahogany china cabinet, real Firewood. Oak and Hickory, $25 to 1414 Vine
Property
is
all
fenced
All work guoronteed
-flying bridge, 2 marine radios
steering,
nice, old Seth Thomas weight a rick. 753-3307.
power
brakes.
Richard
-Mmks.siona.
•
•
Small furnished apartment,
Small or Big Jobs
and cross-fenced for
automatic, excellent condition. depth finder, compass. built in
clock. 1961 Chevrolet pickup.
With Therle..
single only. also .2 bedroom
livestock. Call today
stereo..3leeps l2. Shown by
7S3-8021
anytime
short wheel base. Call 345- Two used garage doors, used fiurnished Apt. Inquire 100 S ••••
$800. Call 436-2289.
windows, miscellanious doors,
for an appointment.
appointment, 354-6130.
.2563.
WORTH
of day.
1966
Chevrolet Impala. 283
used bathtub and shower stall. 13th St.
Phone Kopperud RealTHE MONEY
automatic, power steering, air For sale:- 1979 14 ft. towline Sewing machine repair- - at
16-..Home Furnishi
Calt 753-4124.
ty, 753-1222 for all your
T o bedroom...apartment. mar=
314 N„,zte cr. Sem for
fishing boat, semi-V bottom home, all makes and models.
rooditiening 7;341-145•
For sale Three piece set of den Three year battenes. $29.95 ned couple only, stove and
TteirEitate needs. We
5. Lost and Found
with 2GIV8T6re&r.tail 'Tait Ryan , tating.-tivarrirmr--yourself, a real buy at
• furniture, heavy wooden frame. exchange. New Conord Grocery, refrigerator
19e8 Chevrolet' Impala, new 753-3030.
furnished
re-adjusting. Service call in- •
are members of Multionly $15,900. This 3
tires.' $400. Call 753-4094
carpeted:. central gas and air
$125 Call 753-4657 after 6 436-5353.
cluded. $20. Wulff Sewing
Ale Listing Service.
bedroom home is nice$100 REWARD
53. Services Offered
pm.
after 4 pm
D,eposit and references reMachine Repair. Murray. Call
ly carpeted, has new
For the return of a
26. TV-Radio
'
monquired.
pets.
per
$200
No
remodel-.
home
TYPES
AA-1
ALL
476-5560.
electric
We're
plumbing,
sold
For
sale Homemade lamps
on your house For sale: 1974 Honda Civic with
black and gray
753-2835
th.
maintenance.
Auto
mg
January
•
sound'
and
special.
before we sell it.. Our theory is 40 channel CB radio, 25,000
heat, carport with
Tree trimming and removing.
miniature Schnauzer • (made from paneling) $12 or 2 AM-FM MPX cassette or 8-track
References. Guaranteed work. Also light hauling.
simple. We take the time to miles, $1800. Call 354-6136.
storage, on shady lot
34. Houses For Rent
for $2.0. See at 1624 °blewFree
from Dogwood and
in dash- units, 10 watts RMS
know your house, -price it cor- For sale: 1976 VW Rabbit, good Free estimates. Call 753-8948 estimates, 753-5476.
near downtown.
phone 753,1712 after 4 pm.
Glendale
area.
pm.
after
753-2501
5
per side. - professional in-'* furnished two bedroom house
or
rectly, and discover,it's ,distinc- condition. 767-2749.
Used Furniture' Bar with 6 stallation• included. $89.95. for rentin country with garden
Children's pet.
Wet basement? We make wet
tive.-features. Because we're
A-FRAME
Byers Brothers & Son-General basements dry, work.completebookshelves;
school.
vanity;
stools:
per
Near
and
$100
full
etc.
Call 7534862
Drive a little save .a lot, head
For
sale:
Mazda
1978
GLC,
4DELIGHT
sold on it. it's much easier to
home remodeling, framing. ly guarenteed.
and half 'beds: chest; dresser: south to Leach Music; month and deposit. Write to
Calf :or write
find_ the right buyers and Close speed. 29,006 actual miles, aluminum.siding,- gutters. and
Cypress Springs - New
record player. ping-pong table. downtown Paris.
P.O. Box 32 D.
Morgan Construction Co..
6. HelAiantid
the sale. Then we even save you new radial tires. radio. _Ex- roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or Iand lovely - secluded 2
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah.
_time,after the sale by. helping cellent condition. Call 492- 362-4895.
4%101 t V , 23:inch 753-7364--- - Ktc_.,!-,.three.,iie.drkfTL4qtae in
l=".4.!?_41504akr.h4r.Pe
storagebox; fold
Sales
KY'
42001, or call day or night_
8474
3'atter 5 pm. Benton. arise to stores, $250
with time-consuming papertree-studded lot. ElecRepresentative
chairs, childs desk, baby bed: Stereo components in excellent per month, seturity deposit reCarpet
cleaning,
free 1-442-7026.
carpeting,
work.
It's
heat,
all
tric
a
matter
of
•sPen1174' Malibu
Classic. estimates. satisfied references,
-play pen. high chair, wardrobe: condition; smaller Advent quired. Adults, bo „children or
975044000
Will haul driveway white rock
ding our time wisely so it automatic, air. steering,
air conditioner, range,
6 maple chairs: 5 piece speakers: Pioneer turn table: pets. Call 527.-1962‘after 6 pm.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- and Ag lime, also have any
per week type
refrigerator.
is
doesn't
not,
It
waste
yours.
••
Thisls
just
brakes.
tires,
condinew
good
dinette, and electric- heater. Nikko STA 6060 receiver. $500.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. of brown or white %ea gravel.
is qualified person after trainanother'reason you should call tion. 753-1804 or 753-0521.
to early to be thinking
Three bedrbom brick, 1
ing. Major manufacturing of
153-5827.
Call 753-1502.Carraway Fur- 759-1718.
Also 'do backhoe work. - Call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
industrial equipment needs
about spring and the
bath,fully carpeted,den. carniture 105 N 3rd Street, Mur- Wanted. responsible party
Save, Save! Ford Executive Concrete and block Work. Block Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
aggressive sales represento port. 5 miles West of Murray.
153-1492.Realtors
carefree
days
the
on
today
at
ray. •
tative. Must be svaluig to
take op smallmonthly payment References and security
We:re the Neighborhood Pro- 1979 Lincoln 4-door Towne car. garages,, basementsI driveways, 75376163..
lake look this one over
travel We offer a complete
.
One of the last of the fuH size walks, patios, steps. free
trauung program as easy as
Equipment
Farm
19.
on 25- color t.v. Warranted deposit required. Call 1-382fessionals,for only $21,000
Will do plumbing and heating
ABC. For the opportiuuty of a
carT.
-with
Loaded
••••••
OOOOOOOOOO
extras
inI
estimates. 753-5476.
Cyclone grass seeder for farm Claytoriis • & B Music,
life tune call Mr. Gardner,
8255 or 1-382-2731.
repairs aria rethodeling around
cluding real leather seats_ Stick
7575. Monday • Thursday, 1-5 p.m.
JOHN
753-8080
SMITH
seeding
like
new
Call
$100
price. $15,500, Will sell 'or Driveways white rocked and the home. Call 753-2211 or
at Me 443.3313
Unfurnished, five bedroom
a:Mobile Home,Sales, house. central gas heat, ideal
43b-2154
trade for $9500. Has only graded. free estimates. Clifford 753-9600.
Call Century 21 Loretta -Jobs
mobile
model
1914
:
11.000 miles. Parker Ford, Garrison, 753-5423, :After 4 Will do babysitting-days in my
home, for large family or several in- Realtors about our VIP. Referral
Babysitter for boy in my home.
•
Pm.
753-5273.
12x60, 2 bedroom, central dividuals'. 753-5791.
home. Call 437-4717.
Thursday and Friday from 10 • Chain link fence, 3 to
Service. because changing
heat
and
baths,
air.
1
1z
extra
For
all
your
carpenter
work call Will haul anything that fits in a
am til 4 pm. Call 753-3649 12 ft. tall, Cedar
1972
homesVolkswagen
Super
iss
Beetle,
trauma
enough
by
nice. $600Q. Call, 753-9989 or 36. For Rent Or Lease
after 6 pm
privacy fence, split
new tires,- completely rebuilt Morris Wilson 753-2988.
-itself. In a-word itssalled adpickup and will also 'do odd
753-3734.
motor, body excellent. 753- Guttering by Sears.'Sears 'con- jobs, large or small. Call 753justment. Moving from home to
753-7411
Babysitter needed in my home. rail, barbwire, wood,
12x60 Eagle mobile home,
9507.
home and neighborhood to I AROUND THE CLOCK
tinous gutters installed per 5857. Mini
3.PM til -5 PM, Monday-Friday. and steel post, sates,
located in Fox Meadows. 2
nieghborhood.
121 South. Lynnwood Estates Dog kennels. ALso pipe
1976
stationwagon,
Vega
ex- your specifications. Call Sears Will do sewing and alterations.
Warehouse
bedrooms, central heat and air.
and tubing for strucAfter we sell your home. we Watelfrobt home...You've cellent. condition. Call 153- 753-231R.for.free estimates.
area. For intertiew call 753Also specialize in making
underpinned., washer-dryertural use.
pride ourselves on knowing the dreamed of owning your own 7853.
Storage Space
4108.
uniforms. Call 431-4401.
Urge iimilitery • Um Price
lookup. four Hurricane straps.
'neighborhood that awaits you home on a large waterfront lot
Need babysitter at Aig-ht from
For
Rent
AAA FENCE
507Used
Trudis
57. Wanted
landscaped. Call 753-4107.
elsewhere...The schools, parks. and being able, to watch the
Custom framing
10 PM to 7 AM, in my home if .
SIPPLE
shopping facilities. Now for the sun use blisten across the still 1978 Chevy Blazer. 4-wheel
753-4758
matting
Wanted:
Unwanted
farm
sale,
For
Itke
new
12
x
65,
possible. Prefer references
414-611S5
ingenious part.. VIP Referral lake! Well, here Ls is: 2 acres on drive. low mileage. excellent
animals and -fowl. If you have,
1974 Boanza mobile home.
753-5297.
Hwy.60 W.
STUDIO
Paducah, y
CATER
may also find a buyer for your the bank of de6p water With condition, Call 382-21•74.•
animals that are in need of a
`11 carpeted. partially 7...tarnished. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-8298
304 Main
present home from another ci- TVA dock permit; spacious 7
PISOGRAM COORDINATOR ,
good - home call 435-4598 after
central
master
and
heatair.
Chevrolet
sale.
pickup.
1976
many
For
John
.Deere
1911KS in Special Education or
Four, bred
ty, then help that family adjust._ 7-room .home. which will...allow ektras. Call
.7" m._No dogs or._catsfilease.
double fold disc. $6250: John, bedrdonrsuite-ind built in bar. farrowing sows. due,ID start to
M.A in psychology required
75373213'
dt--753your neighborhood. Sound you to adchiour own finishing
within one week. Call
Apply=Personnef
Office,
Deere 13' chisel plow. $1850: Call 48°503- 6012
•
• 753-0672 after 6 pm.
familiar? It's the nine thing touches. Appliances -included.Excepticon-Outwood Campus.
John Oede cultimulcher..15:.. 1970 Hallmark, 12x55. 2
Dawson Springs, KY 424011
we do tor you, someplace else. Central electrrc heat and au is. 1979 - Datsun King cab. 10
Fall Noun CI•anhig
Telephone
502-197-V11
$3000: John Deere 6-16- bedroom. electrie heat. washer Pigs-. Approximately 40 lbs. -Call 753-1492 for helpful informiles. 50.000 miles extended
An Equal
Walls,
windows
floors ond carpets, gutters. Free
by
burna
wood
-supplemented
Landrace-Hampshire
plows,
semi
cross.
-mounted. $3250; and dryer, 2 air conditioners.
Opportunity Employer
mation on this service.
ma 'stove. Call Spann Realty warranty. $5300 or best offer. , estimates. Insured and experiented. -Call- day Or
John Deere six row- cultivator. all Kitchen appliances. $4250 -$25. Call 436-2280.
•
Associates. 753-7724- 753
'
6912
night:
Wanted immedrateli RN or $1850. Call after 5 pm, 489- Call 753-0827.
Wheat *straw for sale. 489filmdom & Thurman
1970 F-250 Ford' pickup truth.
2141.
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
2630.
•
759-1176
._
14 x 70 three bedroom two
$600. Call 753-4652 between
Insurance &
salary with shift differentials 1086 International tractor, still bath mobile home. Pay equity
38.
Pets-Sup
30
8
and
4
plies
Insure plan with PCS. drug under factory warranty. Also assume loan. 753-0062.Heal Estate
AKC German Shepherd .pupcard, vacations, and holidays. 6600 John Deere combine Call
..irt Square
Sourtls
- -28.1AolLifome Rents' pies also.
dogs. 554Care Inn, 4th & Indiana, 489-2101
iliteesuy,
Kentucky
2153.
Mayfield. 241-0200
12x55 trailer for rent, near
•
165 Maisey Ferguson diesel, •
753-4451
Waitress wanted, apply in per- 1400 hours, excellent condi-. Kirksey. available after Dobermans. AKC. housebroken.
February 1st. N pets. 489- obedience trained, suten.ovice
DON'T POSTPONE
son, Hungry Bear, 1409 Maur
bon _153-9507
2118.
level. Right price for right per- First time offered. Brick home
HAPPINESS
9. Situation Wantedjust 5 years old located on apVAC Case. early 50 niodet
Small - attractive .2 bedroom son.(901)642-9122.
This may be the home
proximately
234
acres
of
$750.
and
Call
753-4094
afterz4
A COUPLE TAL
Will do house cleaning Call
mobile home in Murray. ideal Old English Sheep dog pups, with excellent garden
you've been waiting
site,
-pm
ABOUT'BUYING AND
436-2310. '
for single girl. $110 deposit, AKC, 10 weeks old. Cadiz, KY room fig outdoor living. and
designed
bring
to
for,
SF. L LING HOMES,
30 x
sit with sick people or do 20. Sports Equipment $110 per month. 753-9829.
instant happiness and
502-522-6363.
30 detached garage and work
'Oyer the years vve have
housecleaning. Call 753-9715
pleasure to your-famiBoy's Spider biliejor sale. $30. :Trailer for rent. See Brandon 437Real Estate
stayed with Gallery of
s'hop with heat and bath Home
Homes because we're sold
10. Bus. Opportunity Call 753-8200. Can be seen at Dill at Dills Trailer Court or Look us over before you look has convenient and economical ly. Nothing was
on the Gallery method and
1118)1011day Drive.
overlooked in making
413 Sycamore.
central gas heat and fully
sold on our Gallery of
around. When you're ready to equipped kitchen
this quality home the
'- 30-30 lever action with 31. Want To Rent
Priced
Marian
Homes brbker
lot
of
buy
a
you
a
home,
need
SHARP HOMEMAKER
ultimate in beauty.
below appraised value. Call
Our broker knows
- "rap, $115. Call 767-2411.
questions
answered
Like
what Spann Realty Associates, 753Want to rent space for Mobile
PARTY PLAN
and offers 3 bedrooms,
property values. taxeS.
home.
, of. financing - is best?. 1724722./Ausical
Interest and the other
2 baths, targe family
PEOPLE
Where are the schools? ShoppnlOnPV matters
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent 618-658:8259.
room with fireplace,
Experienced Working
ing Centers? What about the
"And today rn{1re than
ceidition
Worth $600. will 12. Apts. For Rent
and double car
ever, that's the kind of real
paperwork that's usually involvwith Other Women???
Auction
Ainley
&
best offer. Need to sell! Deluxe.
garage. Call and treat
estate help we need super , clean, 3. ed? Get the jump on these and
Hire, train 'people
Realty Sales
753-0243.
•
For nearly 30 years
showing
to
yourself
a
bedroom
Cenapartment.
calling
otheyuestions
by
central
from home6 months of
COL Win ANSILIT
Gallery of'Homes brokers
of this lovely home.
So long Santa! But why, did air, heat pump. No pets. $280. tury 1 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
iLJORraw!foltar
year. Absolutely no inhave been helping "inn.
Phone 753-1222, Kopyou leave us so many pianos 641 South. 492-8452.
at 753-1492. We have just this
'
and
vestment. Training
rnor e people bu
Ph (9011479 3986 4.479-3713
perud Realty, for fulland organs? Must sell at our
sell their homec Np. t
Tenn
South
provided. Can .also
For rent. Newly redecorated 2 kind of information that makes
serestate
(.11SCc)
cost.
real
,
time
:fq the Galler
some for only $20 a Mon- bedroom
retial manage
apartment. unfurnish- your house hunting easier.
Hi rnoi: riiftnrence. tr
th Also used pianos and
vice.
Christmas Store,Nov.,
ed, $115 per month plus
organs. Hurry back Santa, but deposit.
Dec. Call June Collect
IIORNIUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Phone 753-5447 after
GALLERY OF HOMES.
please don't make us play San- 5 pm.
NEW LISTING 20/ W•loirt Street
816-763-7272.
_
A PROVEN METHOD
ta next January. Clayton's • J &
4
cedar-sided
Western
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
TOYS& Givrs
Closed All Day Wed
OF MARKETING
B Music, Dixieland Center. Large 2 bedroom 2 bath apartbedroom home located
Mirrirla-Fricla 7:30-Noon
HOUSE OF LLOYD
YOUR HOME.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:I)
ment, carpeted, central heat
Murray, 753-7575.
residential
good
in
fork* el
and air, partial utilities furnishneighborhood. WoodNAIRCIT $1.22
ed. Apply 1414 Vine Street.
PHICE SNAVE 75.
burning stove and ineons to..
e•N 71111-3443 owe 6u le .4.o.. lio•ir, Nei
JOHN SMITH
INVITATION TO BID
""7""
Newly decorated one bedroom
sulation galore, make
Sergi.
City of Murray will accept bids for furnished apartment Partail
this ae economical and
family
affordable
the construction of fekcing for the Mur- utilities furnished Apply .after
4 pm at 1414 Vine Street.
'only'
Priced
at
home.
ray Natural Gas System Compression
4411114ftmil
FREE
142,500. Phone KopNew two bedroom Apt, many
Station near Madisonville, Kentucky.
extras, $265 Call 753-1779 perud Realty, 753-1222.
20 IRILE
Specifications are available at the office
111
Your homes for living
753-7411
DELIVERY
of the City Clerk, 5th and Poplar Streets,
or
broker in Calloway
id
AROI'-I
753-0984
"Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
County,.
Rent
delivered to the Clerk's office by 4:00
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofNice
furnished
'..ittms-for Sale
p.m., Thursday, rebefiaTy-7: Pia: Thefices, cottages, mobile home &Milli, en panes, or napartment for
itUILD, pre-cal completely reedy to assemble op to 24 House and 15 acres with good
Murray City Council reserves the right to
7:7
1',5f7.1"6 17-)
2, 3 or 4 girls.
Attie shed, tobacco barn, and
a 60. Ivy the best for less.
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject
Phone 753-5865 or
other out buildings. More acres
nose,Rom run sra re sue 'Pr
any or all bids submitted.
and buildings can be purchas753-5108.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
ed if desired. 435-4489

Will
Haul.
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"Wefound our new berne
the same place we sold our old one.
In the Gallery Of Homes:'
arapi

11

4

AGE,14 THE 111 RR AN

Irma
Mrs. Cyrene Hall
Dies Tuesday With
Rites Wednesday

LEDGER &

Tisesday January n 1980

Raspy-Voiced Comis Jimmy
Durante Dead At Age 84

Difficult Time Seen In
Congress For Carter's
Standby Draft Proposal

JERRY BUCK
wild clowning, outrageous Durante and send him gifts.
Associated Press Writer
characterizations and pathos. They sent "Mrs. Calabash"
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - lie masa-leadingstarunzadin .pillows.. but the foes he liked
By-MAUWEEN SANTINI
include-wornerrws-a-matter-ofMrs. t yrene withams-Tral1
Jimmy Durante, the brash, and in early television. He best were copies of his
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